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This document summarizes how NASA’s Centennial Challenges Program, along with

NASA’s additive construction subject matter experts and experts from outside the space

industry, created and formulated the 3D Printed Habitat Challenge (3DPH). It highlights

the important decisions that shaped the problem that participants would solve when they

competed.

The challenge presented a series of relevant problems to a broad audience, with

multi-million dollar prizes for the best solutions. Its aim was to incentivize non-traditional,

(and even) non-aerospace entities to contribute to a NASA problem, in the hopes that their

solutions would advance the state of the art of additive construction. By all accounts, both

inside and outside NASA, the 3DPH challenge was a huge success. The challenge launched

in 2015 and ended in 2020.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) plans to land astronauts on

Mars but faces steep mission costs to do so. Putting objects in orbit is expensive: one

additional kilogram of launch mass adds thousands, if not millions, of dollars to the overall

mission [3D180]. The astronaut crew will need thousands of kilograms of infrastructure and

consumables to stay alive; this makes the cost problem many, many times worse [3D190]. To

address this issue, subject matter experts (SMEs) across the agency investigate how resources

on Mars could create the needed products instead of transporting them from Earth [3D180,

3D115, 3D191].

One such approach is additive construction using resources in-situ [3D65]. This con-

struction method draws on additive manufacturing and uses a robotic printer to lay down

successive strips of material. These strips fuse to form the desired object. Additive construc-

tion could reduce both the construction costs and risks. First, it uses materials found on

the planet’s surface to construct things like landing pads, roads, and even habitats [3D180,

3D130, 3D190, P23]. This way, NASA could avoid launching “thousands of tons” of con-

struction material and save many millions of dollars [3D180, see also 3D190, 3D120]. Second,

it reduces the risks of constructing the needed infrastructure. The crew will need adequate,

large-scale housing for their monthslong stays on the planet. But, at current levels of shield-

ing, the radiation levels on Mars make it extremely dangerous for the crew to construct this

infrastructure when they arrive [3D226]. Instead, NASA envisions robots performing these

tasks remotely, with a high degree of automation. Additionally, the independence promised

by this technology will reduce the risks of accidents during the construction process [P23,

3D120, 3D190].

To help address this gap, NASA’s NASA Centennial Challenges Program (CCP) launched

a series of public-facing technology competitions to spur the development of these technolo-

gies. NASA’s 3D Printed Habitat (3DPH) ran between 2015 and 2019, launching four prize

competitions. I summarize the 3DPH Challenge below, focusing on the decisions that shaped
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2 A CHALLENGE ON ADDITIVE CONSTRUCTION

the technology requirements participants faced. Specifically, how the 3DPH rules team de-

cided what problems participants would solve.

This document proceeds as follows: First, I explain the origins of the 3DPH Challenge

and the relevant context at NASA at the time. Then, I provide an overview of the 3DPH

Challenge: its structure and timeline. Finally, I describe each competition: its aims, what

participants would focus on, how the most important rules were decided, NASA SMEs’

reflections on the outcomes, and any lessons that would carry forward.

2 A Challenge on Additive Construction

2.1 Why Launch a Challenge?

The push for a challenge stemmed from the Obama Administration—it would be a cat-

alyst for technology development and nontraditional input. The Administration recognized

additive manufacturing generally as a strategic priority for the US and wanted to encourage

a broad exploration of this capability [3D1]. The administration also acknowledged that

“knowledge is widely dispersed in society” and that innovation tools like challenges could

tap into new and existing sources of expertise, benefiting the agency and the country [3D205,

see also 3D206]. In this vein, it directed NASA and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)

to spur innovation in robotics and additive manufacturing in 2013 [3D1, 3D30, P18]. Specif-

ically, they directed NASA to draw on their prize authority1 to spotlight specific research

and development challenges that overlap with the agency’s priorities [3D1].

NASA would decide what application of additive manufacturing they would challenge.

NASA’s CCP consulted with SMEs for input on applications of additive manufacturing that

would make sense to space and non-space contexts [3D11, CCP7]. Here, CCP reached out

broadly both inside and outside the agency. They approached contacts in industry (e.g.,

1In 2005, 51 U.S.C. §20144: Prize authority granted NASA legislative authority to use appropriated funds
to conduct public prize competitions. NASA established the Centennial Challenges Program to award prizes
for technical achievements that aligned with its aims.
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2 A CHALLENGE ON ADDITIVE CONSTRUCTION

Boeing and GE Aviation), government (e.g., United States Agency for International Devel-

opment (USAID) and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)), and additive manufacturing

teams at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and NASA Kennedy Space Center

(KSC) [3D103, CCP7, 3D11]. In the end, the external input helped CCP settle on additive

construction of planetary habitats [3D11].

The CCP reasoned that a challenge on additive construction in the space context would

fulfill the administration’s mandate: support ongoing work at NASA centers and attract the

input of (non-space) non-traditional contributors. While planetary additive construction was

a niche topic at NASA, it had the potential to make a big impact on long-duration surface

exploration. By shining a light on it, CCP hoped that others would see this potential and

help move its development along. Per the CCP Program Manager: “[the 3DPH Challenge]

is the way that we, as an agency, reach out to all of you, our nation, to come and help

us put a little piece of our puzzle in the journey to Mars” [3D122]. Additionally, building

shelters quickly and efficiently was an area of active work in disaster relief and military

contexts [3D11, 3D35, 3D33]. Much like printing infrastructure in space, these projects were

concerned with minimizing the human effort required for the required structures and utilizing

local resources and waste to the greatest extent possible. Being aware of the work of external

teams on this topic, the challenge team hoped to draw these teams into the challenge as well.

2.2 Supporting Ongoing Work at NASA

2.2.1 Existing Additive Construction Programs at NASA

Research into additive construction for planetary surfaces had been ongoing at NASA.

Specifically, teams at both NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) and NASA’s

Kennedy Space Center (KSC) pursued related technologies for several years [3D35, 3D160,

3D163]. These then collaborated on the Additive Construction with Mobile Emplacement

(ACME) project, alongside several external partners like the USACE and Caterpillar [3D33,

3D34, 3D35]. The project brought space and non-space SMEs together to explore the overlap
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2 A CHALLENGE ON ADDITIVE CONSTRUCTION

between printing temporary housing for the U.S. Army and the planetary infrastructure

required by NASA [3D28], emphasizing developing the technology for large-scale printing

[P17]. It also gave SMEs at KSC an opportunity to pursue the development of polymer

concrete feedstocks2: these used plastics to bind, extrude, and layer regolith into the desired

shapes[3D130]. In addition to having desirable material properties for applications in space

(see 5.2.2 for a summary), they could also support sustainability efforts here on Earth [3D94,

3D185].

Notably, the ACME collaboration ran (almost) parallel with the 3DPH Challenge, with

their expertise contributing to its formulation. The ACME project had only recently demon-

strated large-scale 3D printing when the formulation of the 3DPH challenge started [3D65].

The ACME project and the 3DPH challenge had similar goals: large-scale automated print-

ing of infrastructure with readily available materials [3D33]. Though they had not initiated

the challenge, NASA SMEs on the ACME project knew that their expertise would, never-

theless, be required to formulate it [3D89, 3D11, 3D185]. They took this opportunity to

shape the challenge towards their ends: once on the challenge’s formulation team, these

SMEs would ensure that it complemented their work. Below, an additive construction SME

described how they saw the role of the 3DPH Challenge and CCP challenges more generally.

Though Blake3 joined the 3DPH Challenge’s formulation team after it was already underway,

they understood how closely related the challenge was to their work.

Ademir: In your mind, where do challenges fit in [to your work]?

Blake: A very complementary role to what we’re doing. . . . In [the 3DPH Challenge’s]
case, it was so tightly interwoven with all the stuff we were doing in terms of the ACME
system that we were building that there was no way that Finley4 [an MSFC SME] and
I weren’t going to get pulled into the challenge. I was always monitoring it. [3D89]

2Analogous to a printer’s ink.
3A pseudonym.
4A pseudonym.
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2 A CHALLENGE ON ADDITIVE CONSTRUCTION

2.2.2 Pushing solvers to explore useful solutions

The KSC and MSFC teams wanted to ensure that the challenge would extend their work.

As such, these SMEs actively shaped the challenge to make it more likely that its outcomes

would support their technical goals. First, based on their knowledge, SMEs would select

technology areas that were particularly underdeveloped or highly uncertain and might benefit

from external input. In particular, they would focus solvers on specific parts of the planetary

additive construction problem, incorporating NASA’s constraints and interests. Jude5, an

SME that assisted the formulation team, put it as follows: “we knew what troubles we were

having, and we focused the competition to do something about those troubles” [3D185].

Second, SMEs worked hard to translate their knowledge of the Martian environment and

NASA-specific interfaces into (reasonable) boundary conditions for the challenge. This way,

the problems would—to a certain degree—reflect the conditions that they understood and

were working towards. For example, Blake described how the SMEs wanted to impose their

(current) knowledge on the challenge’s rules. Specifically, what kinds of materials would

be more favorable to create a feedstock for Mars: “We were getting our needs put into the

system there. We were saying, ‘we need to make sure that the materials [the solvers] use are

as relevant to planetary materials as possible’” [3D89].

The SMEs’ general approach to formulating the challenge was top-down. Having worked

on this and related problems, SMEs were very familiar with the context. Their knowledge

included the problem’s important factors, for example, Mars’ planetary conditions, materials

available once the crew landed, current additive manufacturing capabilities, and more [3D36,

3D103, 3D80, 3D81]. To formulate the different phases and their competitions, SMEs would,

first, think about the performance or development they wanted to incentivize. Then, they

would figure out what assessments or evaluations were needed to ensure that solvers met that

goal [3D93, 3D105]. SMEs “started at the macro and then went down more into the micro”

5A pseudonym.
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2 A CHALLENGE ON ADDITIVE CONSTRUCTION

in their formulation process, per Harper6, one of the non-NASA members of the formulation

team [3D105]. Harper went on by saying that at the “micro,” the team would “[bring]

reality in a little bit again” [3D105]. Specifically, questioning how non-NASA solvers could

(realistically) meet the challenge, how they could practically score the incoming submissions,

and what boundary conditions needed to be considered [3D105].

SMEs on the formulation team wanted to align the 3DPH problems to their internal

ones and push solvers to explore new solutions. SMEs did not see themselves as (overly)

prescribing what solutions to their problem would look like. Instead, they described how they

were trying to balance a completely feasible problem and pushing the boundaries. As Ash7,

an SME on the formulation team, put it, “if it’s completely feasible, then there’s no point in

having the competition” [3D103]. While SMEs understood key parts of the problem, there

were many design decisions, trades, and practical issues to overcome [3D82, 3D89]. Here,

solvers would explore that tradespace and develop solutions built on their expertise and

knowledge. For example, Jude described how they viewed the balance between the leeway

given to the solvers and boundaries on their solutions:

[W]e didn’t want to overconstrain the rules and prescribe a solution. We wanted to
allow the teams to innovate and do things that we hadn’t thought of. But we knew the
basic building blocks that they needed to work within. We knew the basic constraints.
. . . we knew we wanted to minimize launch mass, we wanted to use as much ISRU as
possible, and we knew that there were things that we knew were getting close to be
able to doing, but not quite able to do yet. So, we think they’re possible, but we don’t
exactly know how to do it. So, let’s choose things that they have to do, that are in
that direction, so that we can actually learn from these guys too. [3D185]

2.2.3 Priority areas of additive construction

The SMEs ensured that this challenge would address key areas of additive construction.

They focused heavily on developing new feedstock materials, ensuring the autonomous oper-

ation of the printer, and creating the robotic architecture required for large-scale structures

[3D94, 3D11, 3D89]. The feedstock is foundational to this process: the printer prints with

6A pseudonym.
7A pseudonym.
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2 A CHALLENGE ON ADDITIVE CONSTRUCTION

in-situ materials, dictating its design and capabilities. Autonomous operations are required

on Mars to protect astronauts from dangers associated with construction—ideally, the habi-

tats will be complete before they arrive. Lastly, habitats are only useful for the crew when

printed to scale—SMEs wanted printer systems to be designed and built with this in mind.

To make progress on the capability of additive construction, one would have to consider

these priorities together. Per Ash, design decisions in one area impact the others: “It’s a

Venn diagram. They’re all equally important, they all have their own challenges. They’re

all enabling. If you’re missing any one of those— It’s a three-legged stool” [3D94].

This interdependence increases the complexity of the challenge. Specifically, the printing

system also limits what kinds of geometry—and thus types of infrastructure—can be printed.

Blake stated this succinctly: “You can’t build a printer that’s open-ended and can build any

geometry” [3D89, see also 3D226]. As such, the habitat design would have to incorporate all

three areas to reasonably model a deployment to Mars. So, the architectural habitat designs

and printing system designs became an additional focus area in this challenge8 [3D11].

2.3 Drawing External Contributors

The 3DPH Challenge connected NASA SMEs with a range of people and organizations,

both inside and outside the space industry. These contributed to formulating and solving the

problem. CCP’s long history of running challenges, with several high-profile successes, meant

this approach was a known way to involve non-traditional entities [P13]. SMEs relished

the idea of working with smaller, non-traditional players in their day job. They were, for

example, “so much more nimble and flexible and can just change on a dime,” compared to the

larger aerospace multinationals that they would normally do business with [3D185]. Despite

lacking resources, those entities “have great intellectual capital and have great ambitions,”

as Jude described [3D185]. SMEs appreciated that challenges would provide a (new) avenue

8There were other reasons for pursuing an architectural focus area, and these are explained in 4.1 and
6.3.1.
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2 A CHALLENGE ON ADDITIVE CONSTRUCTION

for external collaboration. Quinn9, an SME on the formulation team, summarized how they

saw the utility of challenges in enabling their work:

[Challenges] have been good at finding innovation in unexpected places. Not neces-
sarily government research institutions or academia, but really represent a great way
to bring in garage maker innovators, who probably aren’t out there applying for gov-
ernment contracts or even thinking about government work in any capacity. So, it’s
really an opportunity to bring them into NASA, you know, and let them help us with
technology development. I think that’s a really unique feature of CCP, that it’s really
that public-facing opportunity in a way that our traditional contractual mechanisms
aren’t sometimes. [3D36]

Entities outside of NASA, and even outside the space industry, contributed significantly

to the problem NASA was facing. All competitions saw a mix of academics, companies,

and hobbyists participate. In fact, SMEs were very open to input from different industries–

they wagered that they would have different competencies and ideas relevant to the problem

[P13, 3D104]. And they expected the challenge to facilitate that. As Ash described, the

3DPH Challenge team wrote the rules to overlap terrestrial and space industries, so “the

competitors could still compete and meet their own goals while meeting NASA’s goals”

[3D103]. Fran10, an SME who observed the 3DPH Challenge, described how they believed

challenges could provide that avenue to connect with entities outside the space industry:

We [at NASA] fight constantly to get outside the known group of people and companies
that we deal with. How do we get outside the aerospace industry? How do we get the
Bechtels, and the Caterpillars, and the mining companies involved when they don’t go
to the conferences we go to? They don’t necessarily look at the government solicitations
that are put out that we put out. A challenge breaks that paradigm somewhat. [3D100]

While non-space entities participated as solvers, some also contributed to the formula-

tion of the challenge. The 3DPH Challenge team recruited external (non-space) advisors

on the formulation team. This was a big deal for the challenge. Across all phases, they

received input—or sponsorship—from SMEs in non-space industries, including international

development, architecture, construction, and the military [3D105, 3D107, 3D108, 3D122,

9A pseudonym.
10A pseudonym.
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3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE 3DPH CHALLENGE

CCP49]. These external SMEs would describe the capabilities of their industries to their

NASA counterparts—what the state of the art and the barriers to entry were—and helped

write the rules along these lines. It also became an opportunity to (re)connect or expand

their connections to public or private sector organizations and use their knowledge [3D31,

3D94, LE1, LE3, P19]. Finally, the external SMEs also helped market the challenge to their

own external communities, judge the solutions, and importantly, write the rules. One of the

contributors, Caterpillar, even provided access to a facility to host the challenge’s finals and

equipment to test solvers’ solutions.

Of course, solvers would also benefit from their participation in the challenge. Winning

the large monetary prize was an important draw for many participants, but not the only

one. Several teams wanted to use the challenge develop—and demonstrate—a technology,

or to build a revenue stream in their company [3D196, 3D202, 3D210]. Others wanted to

use the challenge to make a name for themselves through the challenge’s visibility [3D198,

3D207]. Relatedly, challenge organizers would not only provide access to the (NASA and

non-NASA) SMEs on additive construction, they would also introduce teams to potential

sources of funding and even other competitors in the challenge [3D227].

3 The Structure of the 3DPH Challenge

The 3DPH Challenge would offer upwards of $2.5M to address the additive construction

technology gaps it highlighted. Solvers would address these gaps–and win parts of this

pot–across different phases of the challenge.

Across three phases, the 3DPH Challenge held four independent competitions: the Design

Competition, the Structural Member Competition, the Virtual Construction Competition,

and the Construction Competition. Each competition focused on different technical areas

of interest to the NASA SMEs, with their own cohesive rule set, prizes, and judges [3D17,

3D31, 3D23, 3D76, 3D108]. Each competition also included (one or more) levels—nine in
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3 THE STRUCTURE OF THE 3DPH CHALLENGE

total. And each level had various performance goals, and the challenge team awarded a prize

for the best performance(s). fig. 1 illustrates this structure below: each phase is pictured

in light grey, their respective competitions in dark grey, and in turn, the different levels per

competition are in black.

Phase 1

Architectural Concept:
• Martian habitat 

architectural concept
• Prize pot $50k

Design Competition

Printed Materials 1:
• Material tests of a 

printed truncated 
cone and cylinder

• Prize pot $100k

Printed Materials 2:
• Bending test of a 

printed beam 
member

• Prize pot $500k

Printed Materials 3:
• Strength test of a 

printed dome shape
• Prize pot $500k

Structural Member Competition 

Phase 2

Building Model 1:
• Design 

development of 
habitat concept

• Prize pot $100k

Virtual Construction Competition

Phase 3

Printed Foundation:
• Structural tests 

of a printed slab
• Prize pot $120k

Printed Vessel:
• Leak testing of a 

printed vessel
• Prize pot $300k

Printed Building:
• Structural tests 

of a one-third 
scale printed 
habitat

• Prize pot $800k

Building Model 2:
• Construction 

documentation 
of habitat 
concept

• Prize pot $100k

Construction Competition

3D Printed Habitat Challenge

Figure 1: 3DPH Challenge Structure

SMEs did not decide the challenge’s exact structure when they first conceived the 3DPH

Challenge. Early on, the formulation team only had a high-level picture of what the chal-

lenge would look like: NASA’s technology gaps and potential challenge goals. The team

also believed that the challenge’s phases “should gain in difficulty,” serving an onramp for

participants that had not already been working in the space industry [3D227]. Further de-

tails would solidify as the challenge progressed [3D103], resulting in the above phases. SMEs

used this flexibility to learn from preceding phases and course-correct the challenge (and the

rules) when necessary. fig. 2 summarizes when the formulation took place. It also emphasizes

that formulation occurred across the challenge, with one major revision of the focus of the

competition. As Ash described:
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4 PHASE 1: THE DESIGN COMPETITION

Each time we started a new phase, there was a big debate on what should the new
phase be. The phases were not really defined all the way in advance. . . . It’s probably
good that we didn’t try to do the rules for Phase 3 before learning the lessons in Phase
1 and 2. So, [for] each phase, it’s important not to get ahead of yourself. [3D103]

The sections below explain the evolution of the challenge’s structure, focusing on how

the challenge team formulated each competition.

Jan Apr Sep Dec Jan Apr Sep Dec Jan Apr Sep Dec Jan Apr Sep Dec Jan Apr Sep Dec
20172015 2016 2018 2019

Phases and Competitions

1: Design

2: Structural Member

3: Virtual Construction

3: Construction

Final

Challenge 
refocus

Rules released

Rules released

L3
L2

L1

L2L1

Rules released

L1 L2 L3

Rules formulation

Active challenge
Phase LevelL1

Figure 2: Timeline of the 3DPH Challenge

4 Phase 1: The Design Competition

The 3DPH Challenge’s first phase consisted of the Design Competition. It challenged

solvers to create architectural concepts for habitats on Mars. It was the shortest of all com-

petitions, running from March 2015 to September of the same year. The Design Competition

offered only one prize award, with a total prize pot of $50k. See fig. 3 below for a visual

summary.
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4 PHASE 1: THE DESIGN COMPETITION

Phase 1

Architectural Concept:
• Martian habitat 

architectural concept
• Prize pot $50k

Design Competition

Figure 3: Summary of Phase 1 of the 3DPH Challenge

4.1 Establishing the Design Competition

4.1.1 The Focus of Phase 1

Additive construction is a new construction method, and its capabilities have barely been

explored [3D3]. Like additive manufacturing, it lays down individual layers of material that

combine to form a single solid shape. This method can enable several advantages over others,

for example, automated and remote construction, quick and efficient building, and designs

of structures and buildings that have either not been possible before or were more difficult

to accomplish through other means [3D13, 3D65, 3D180].

In this vein, the Design Competition intended to explore the range of habitat designs that

would be possible using additive construction [3D2, 3D17, 3D31, 3D69, 3D72]. The printer’s

design significantly influences what geometries it can print [3D160]; to obtain the widest

range of designs, one would need to (allow others to) explore both simultaneously. The

formulation team wanted to encourage the exploration of both, resulting in habitat designs

that would suit NASA’s aims for a Mars settlement [3D4, 3D117]—nominally, a structure

to house four astronauts for one year [3D17]. Speaking to potential participants at Maker

Faire 2015, the CCP Program Manager at the time described what kinds of solutions they

wanted to see:
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I want you to think, “how can I use 3D printing, so I don’t print a cube house with a
slanted roof?” There’s got to be more unique opportunities and more unique designs
that can be taken advantage of because of doing 3D printing. [3D118]

4.1.2 Logistical considerations

The Design Competition, at least partially, served as a stop-gap for NASA SMEs to plan

the subsequent challenge phases. During the early challenge formulation meetings, the team

realized that they needed more time to craft good rules—especially for phases where they

would ask solvers to demonstrate their solutions [3D30, 10CCP, 15CCP]. Specifically, SMEs

wanted to dig into both the “material that would be used” and “the system to build the

habitat,” per Riley11, a CCP team member that contributed to the early formulation of the

3DPH Challenge [3D11]. But the team was also under pressure to release something soon:

there had been little progress on the Obama Administration initiative that had driven the

formation of the challenge. Needing a quick win, the team figured that a design challenge

could give them the delay they needed [3D11, 3D30]. So, the formulation team decided to

get the approval for—and launch—the Design Challenge first12 and return to the drawing

board for the subsequent, bigger phases [15CCP].

4.2 Formulating the Design Competition’s Problem

The formulation team drew heavily on the architecture domain because of the challenge’s

focus on building design. Here, they relied on the architectural experience of some of its

members to shape the rules [3D4, 3D7, 3D8], and later, on architects to judge the competition

[3D72, 3D80]. Ash summarized the formulation process for the Design Challenge as follows:

In Phase 1, the goal was architectural design. So, we had architects on the team, and
we asked them, “in your profession, what do you desire?” And if you go to the rules
for Phase 1, you’ll see the list of architectural criteria. And the rules were basically
structured around those criteria. [3D103]

11A pseudonym.
12The 3DPH Challenge partnered with America Makes to provide logistical support in administering this

competition [3D72, P5, P19, 17CCP].
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These criteria shaped both the form of their solutions and the problem that participants

would solve [3D3, 3D4]. For the former, the challenge would require a conceptual design (in

documents and presentations) and its tabletop model—common deliverables for architecture

competitions. By selecting these, the formulation team also tried to keep the costs of partic-

ipating low13, with early notes stating an estimated expenditure of no more than $10k [3D3].

Solvers would first submit their concept illustrations and descriptions for initial judging.

If successful in these early rounds, the challenge would invite solvers to 3D print a small

mockup of their habitat. As assessed by the CCP Program Manager when the challenge was

launched: “What I see here is the combination of a paper project built into something that

when people walk by, they can actually visualize what a habitat– What a house on Mars

might look like” [3D119]. These deliverables resulted in what some SMEs called a “purely

an architecture study” [3D100, see also 3D96].

For the latter, the highest-scoring areas would be architectural criteria. The formulation

team grounded the judging criteria for the Design Competition in the tenets of architec-

tural theory: “firmness, commodity, and delight” [3D7, see also 3D3, 3D8, 2018-05-31]. As

such, while the criteria covered a wide range of areas for scoring points, the most important

ones covered the novelty of the habitat’s conceptual design (or aesthetics) and the design’s

application of additive construction. Per the rules: “Architectural concept and design ap-

proach, Architectural implementation and innovation, and 3-D Print Constructability will

have HIGH weight factors” [3D17].

This architectural flavor, combined with the time needed to shape the other technical

areas of the challenge, also affected other rules. First and foremost, the materials that the

printers would use. This challenge extended the time available to SMEs for creating the rules

governing the materials in the wider 3DPH Challenge. As such, the Design Challenge did

not place a strong focus on what materials solvers would print with, despite its importance

13Note that some 3DPH teams invested upwards of $800k to participate in Centennial Challenges [3D98];
I use “low” relative to these investments.
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to the system’s design14. While the rules heavily emphasized NASA’s intent to use “mission

recycled materials and/or indigenous regolith materials” [3D17, see also 3D13], they did

not specify these materials besides stating “in-situ resources” [3D17]. SMEs like Ash, for

example, did not think materials were important in this phase: “It was an architectural

design, so the materials didn’t matter in Phase 1” [3D103].

Second, and in the same vein, the rules gave solvers a lot of freedom in their designs.

There were very few rules to constrain the designs to what the SMEs would deem appropriate

[2017-07-27]. Notably, the rules prescribed a minimum habitable area of 1000 ft2. Per Quinn,

this number was likely derived from existing NASA studies on human area and volume

requirements for specific tasks [3D226, see also 3D17, 3D76]. Additionally, all solutions must

allow for “a minimum of three 45 ft3 (1.3 m3) spaces” to contain life support equipment for

the four astronauts [3D17, see also 2017-07-27, 3D10]. Additionally, with reference materials

provided as a guide [3D97], all solutions must also pick the site where their habitat would,

ideally, be located [3D17].

However, other Mars-focused rules were optional. Even with the requirement for selecting

a habitat location, solvers did not have to tailor their design to the Martian surface [3D17].

Though earlier versions of the rules did require this [3D2, 3D7], the final version asked for

an analog habitat structure15 located on Earth: a “prototype for the one that they’ll reside

in while on Mars” [3D10, 3D17]. As such, SMEs did not require solvers to take Martian

surface conditions (e.g., vacuum, radiation, temperature, etc.) into account. Additionally,

while solvers needed to specify their HVAC and power outlets, detailed electrical, plumbing,

and ducting plans were “not required” per the rules [3D17].

14Early drafts of the Design Challenge rules included limits on what kinds of material were fair game for
solvers: they stated that solvers would design “using only indigenous materials or with recyclable materials
additives” [3D10, see also 3D7, 3D8, 3D9] or even “just plastics” [3D6]. But these constraints were later
removed.

15After the 3DPH Challenge, NASA NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) would contract with a 3DPH
competitor to design and print such a structure [3D184]; see 6.3.4. Nevertheless, this design did not direct
solvers to address NASA’s aims for Martian systems.
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4.3 Outcomes of the Design Competition

Interviewees differed on the merits of the Design Competition. The CCP touted the

strong response and varied out-of-discipline participants; here, it awarded a total of $40k to

the winners, with first-place taking home $25k. The winner even collaborated with a NASA

team after the competition. However, SMEs on the formulation team (and those involved in

later 3DPH phases) were generally skeptical of the solutions submitted. I elaborate below.

4.3.1 Reflections on Participation

The Design Competition succeeded in reaching out to non-traditional individuals and

organizations. In total, the challenge received close to 165 unique entries16 [3D72, 3D127,

CCP144, P5], with 30 selected to participate in the final round [3D72, 3D127]. These partic-

ipation levels were unheard of for the CCP’s challenges. Per one of the CCP team members,

this “[was] unprecedented. [The challenge] worked masterfully for that purpose” [P19]. The

solvers—participating as individuals or teams—ran the gamut of hobbyists/independent in-

novators, start-ups, academic groups, large businesses, and even other space agencies [3D31,

3D127, 3D194]. And while many had a strong background in the space industry, most (final-

ists) came from the architecture, 3D printing, and design industries [3D26]. In short, SMEs

like Fran thought the challenge succeeded in “[getting] a whole bunch of people involved”

[3D100].

Additionally, the challenge attracted teams outside of the space industry that wanted to

collaborate with NASA in some capacity. In my interviews, two teams participated in the

Design Competition to establish a relationship with NASA SMEs, hoping to pursue future

contracts to apply their expertise [3D195, 3D196]. Others likely had the same inclination as

well. For example, when I asked one participant—an architect—what types of prizes would

have also attracted him to the Design Challenge, his response was: “A real contract or a

16Available documentation differs in how many teams participated: CCP summary documents describe
162 [3D72], 165 [3D99, 3D127, 3D109], or 167 [P5]; CCP leadership recollections note 164 [P19].
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job with NASA” [3D88]. In short, their participation in the challenge might have been the

beginning of their involvement in the space industry.

4.3.2 Reflections on Solutions

Teams geared their designs towards the Martian surface, NASA’s real aim, despite its

optional requirement in the rules. For example, the top 30 finalists—several times the

average number of finalists for Centennial Challenges [P5]—all designed their habitats (and

associated printers) with NASA’s application in mind and not the training facility described

in the rules [3D26]. Several solvers were delighted at the chance to apply their architectural

skills to a design problem they had never encountered before. Solvers I interviewed described

how the challenge brought their aerospace and architecture interests together in one challenge

[3D197, 3D198, 3D207]. They took NASA’s aims to heart and intended to “come up with a

very rational, very hardheaded solution to this problem” of designing habitation systems for

Mars [3D196]. To help them in their designs, (some) teams reached out to experts on the

Mars environment on an ad-hoc basis [3D156, see also 3D188, 3D195, 3D196].

There was an expectation that participants would bring in state-of-the-art ideas. They

would not be burdened by the ways that NASA usually does things. Instead, as one CCP

team member described, participants were free to be creative “because they don’t have the

thinking constraints that we have. I think that alone is very valuable” [3D104, see also

3D187]. The formulation team made this expectation clear in the rules [3D12, 3D13, 3D17]

and the marketing material [3D117, 3D118].

By all accounts, solvers’ designs were second to none for communicating NASA’s aims for

long-duration stays on Mars. Per the SMEs and CCP team members, these showed the public

NASA’s intent in ways that were more compelling than NASA could achieve [3D71, 3D119]:

solvers envisioned structures on Mars where people could live, instead of just surviving in a

module [3D187]. Both the formulation team and NASA personnel who observed the challenge

regarded the designs—and their associated media products—as nothing short of “beautiful”
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[3D160, 3D193, 3D187]. A CCP team member concisely summed up the achievement of

Phase 1 as follows:

[The solutions] provided a way for the general public to visualize the designs, the final
products, in beautiful concepts that helped NASA communicate what we needed to out
of discipline potential participants. This stage helped bring to the public conversation
a very complicated subject. [3D193]

However, the challenge’s lack of technical requirements in the rules, or judges to vet the

solutions, left the relevant SMEs skeptical about the feasibility of the solutions. Simply

put, the beauty of the designs and the quality of their media products did not convince

the SMEs of the technical value of the solutions. Because of the architectural focus of

the challenge, SMEs questioned the fidelity of the solutions. SMEs—both NASA and non-

NASA—described this phase as “more kind of a concept” [3D80], where solvers could “make

up something that could be a habitat on Mars, and draw a picture of it” [3D88, see also

P18, 3D122]. They questioned the methods solvers used in their habitat analyses [3D106].

Referring to the delay in placing rules on the materials used to print, they emphasized how

“what [the habitat] looks like is not as important as what it’s made of” [3D122].

The skepticism of the solutions stemmed from mismatched expectations of solution con-

tent. Specifically, those involved with infusing the architectural focus into the challenge were

looking for fundamentally different things than the additive construction SMEs. Here, Quinn

described “some tension there between the competition that is focused on architectural con-

cepts and the space exploration people who come at it from different perspectives” [3D80].

As a result, while allowing a lot of leeway for “dreamers,” this phase lacked the guide rails

to ensure the solutions were rigorous in the eyes of SMEs [3D226].

The lack of (required) details in the solutions, in turn, cast doubt on their potential

feasibility. SMEs were much more concerned, especially at this stage, about coming up with

designs that would work. Blake, for example, thought: “I don’t really care what it looks like,

but I want to make sure it doesn’t kill me” [3D160]. But the judging criteria and judge’s

assessments did not elicit, or rank, solutions according to how well they kept astronauts alive
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[P19]. Along these lines, Quinn recalled asking a fellow formulation team member for their

thoughts on the solutions:

I remember [one SME] talking about the architects, being like, “Oh, this has a high level

of— It’s very aesthetically pleasing.” [This SME] comes at that from a completely different

angle. [In their mind,] yeah, this concept art looks pretty, but you couldn’t actually ever,

ever build this thing. [3D80]

Moreover, seeing these solutions and the skills these teams brought to bear convinced

the SMEs that they needed to reach out to different communities for the subsequent phases

[3D94].

4.3.3 Partnerships Resulting from the Design Competition

One team collaborated with NASA directly after the Design Challenge. The winner—SEARCH+,

a team of architecture graduates and practitioners—collaborated with a group at NASA Lan-

gley Research Center (LaRC) [3D166, P18]. The LaRC team pursued habitat concepts that

used water ice as a construction material [3D171], and it coincided with what the winner

used in their design [3D165]. This overlap encouraged the LaRC Team to reach out to the

3DPH team [3D125, P19]. The two would collaborate on a design charrette to revise LaRC’s

original concept to a habitat [3D38, 3D39]. Here, the LaRC team relied on the 3DPH team’s

architecture, “graphical art, and human factors” experience to inform the design [3D125, see

also 3D37, 3D124, 3D164, 3D165]. The value of this collaboration was approximately $20k

[3D212]. Note here that the LaRC team was not involved with the formulation of the 3DPH

Challenge [3D125]. And while their designs both used water ice found on Mars, LaRC’s

design did not rely on additive construction [3D38, 3D39, 3D156].
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5 Phase 2: The Structural Member Competition

The second phase of the 3DPH Challenge contained the Structural Member Competition.

It challenged solvers to (create a system to) print standardized material test items from likely

Mars ISRU materials. This competition consisted of three levels, requiring different and more

complex objects. Accordingly, the prize pots for these levels were $100k, $500k, and $500k,

respectively. While the Structural Member Competition’s formulation started in 2015, it did

not open until late 2016—it, along with the challenge, underwent a major redirection and

reformulation during that time. It held its final level, the head-to-head, in late 2017. See

Figure 4 below for a visual summary.

Printed Materials 1:
• Material tests of a 

printed truncated 
cone and cylinder

• Prize pot $100k

Printed Materials 2:
• Bending test of a 

printed beam 
member

• Prize pot $500k

Printed Materials 3:
• Strength test of a 

printed dome shape
• Prize pot $500k

Structural Member Competition 

Phase 2

Figure 4: Summary of Phase 2 of the 3DPH Challenge

5.1 Establishing the Structural Member Competition

5.1.1 The Focus of Phase 2

Of the technical areas related to additive construction on other planets, what materials

would be used as feedstock was the most crucial. It was where the rubber met the road:

any mass (and cost) savings of importing materials would depend on how much raw material

could be converted to usable construction material. As such, the thrust of this area would be

to design and test ways to turn materials available on Mars into a printer feedstock suitable

for creating the infrastructure that astronauts need. As Riley described, the Structural

Member challenge would “focus on the material that would be used” [3D11]: solvers would
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“develop a good material” by coming up with a “recipe” suited for NASA’s aims, as well as

test its physical properties once printed [3D11, 167CCP, 3D103].

Most of the technical uncertainty of the printing system resided with feedstock com-

position as well. SMEs described the low TRL level of suitable materials relative to the

other technical areas [3D95, 3D103]. While NASA SMEs had worked on a range of potential

feedstocks separate from the 3DPH Challenge [3D101, 3D130, 3D180], they recognized that

many different combinations of materials (with varying mechanisms of printing) would be

possible, each presenting different material characteristics [3D122]. The NASA team had

not, and likely would not be able to, span the whole space of options. Simply put, materials

development was important but difficult, requiring a lot of effort to produce a printable

substance [3D101, 3D102]. As Quinn described:

Something that I always thought was so difficult in this [3DPH Challenge] was the
materials development aspect of this. I always thought this could be an entire challenge
in itself. Completely independent of the printing and the manufacturing system. Just
developing the materials . . . that is an immense challenge [3D101]

Formulating rules for a competition on materials proved to be difficult as well. What feed-

stock the printer would use had been part of the earliest discussions on what the 3DPH Chal-

lenge would address [3D11, 3D21]. However, formulating a rule set that balanced NASA’s

needs while still allowing participants to show novel solutions proved difficult, as mentioned

in 4.1.2. The Design Competition gave SMEs the time and lessons they needed to structure

this competition. In the end, the Structural Member Competition would incentivize solvers

to design and demonstrate the basic technologies of printing something on the surface of

Mars. Per a formulation team member, solvers would “come up with a, quote, concrete,

and you can debate what that term means, to be made out of material that you can find

on Mars and . . . print with that material in a rather complicated shape” [3D88]. In short,

develop the feedstock material and, in parallel, develop a robotic system that could deposit

this material in prespecified shapes [3D69].
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5.1.2 Refocusing the 3DPH Challenge in Phase 2

SMEs wanted to target a different audience for this phase based on the participation

in the Design Competition. The previous phase successfully tapped into the 3D printer

hobbyists, architects, and designers. But despite the enthusiasm and work solvers displayed

in the first phase, SMEs did not think that these kinds of solvers possessed the skills to

address NASA’s technical uncertainties. Namely, while their design and 3D printing skills

were relevant to the technology, SMEs estimated that these communities lacked the material

development and robotics skills needed to create large-scale printing systems. Instead, they

estimated that the relevant skills would reside (broadly) in the construction industry, likely

due to their cooperation with USACE and the ACME project. Ash described their thinking

at the time as follows:

. . . quickly we realized that [the maker community in Phase 1] was not the right kind
of crowd because they were involved with small-scale 3D printing, and what we were
doing was large-scale 3D printing, which is a whole different thing. It’s more involved
with the construction industry, with civil engineering and construction. After Phase 1,
we realized that, and we revectored the whole competition. To a new target audience.
[3D94]

The construction industry pivot impacted who solved and who formulated this com-

petition. To get help doing both of those things, members of the challenge team started

reaching out to potentially interested entities, both inside and outside NASA [3D27, 3D105,

3D121]. They reached out to members of the ACME project, who—in turn—connected the

challenge to their project partners. SMEs also showcased the challenge at public events to

spark interest in the challenge. These efforts were successful and managed to form crucial

partnerships for the challenge [CCP71]. Here, Ash described the importance of partnerships

outside NASA: “. . . and that’s how we got it all going again. We got Bechtel onboard. We

got Caterpillar onboard, VC– So that’s how we got it going, by reaching out to external

industry and not the space industry” [3D94].

For the subsequent phases, the 3DPH Challenge partnered with six external organiza-

tions. These were Bradley University, Caterpillar, Bechtel, Brick and Mortar Ventures, the
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American Concrete Institute, and the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

Engineer Research and Development Center [3D31, 3D189]. These were no strangers to

additive construction technology: some of them had already collaborated with NASA on

previous projects [3D27], but most had been following these technologies for several years

[3D147, 3D150]. These partners supported the competition’s administration, provided mon-

etary and in-kind sponsorship, and assigned a number of their experts to help formulate the

rules [3D108].

5.2 Formulating the Structural Member Competition’s Problem(s)

5.2.1 Deliverables

This competition’s focus was developing new feedstock materials, whose performance

depends on the material’s characteristics and the print process. Additive construction, like

additive manufacturing, is an area where one cannot determine a material’s characteristics

separate from how the test sample was made. Different combinations of materials will

produce feedstocks with varying properties. The material’s bulk properties–like compression

or tensile strength–are measured via an object created in layers of that feedstock. As a result,

even high-performing materials can result in low-performing objects if the print process is

lacking. For example, waiting too long to lay down a fresh bead of (cement) feedstock on

top of a previous layer will impede their adhesion [3D89]. Then, the printed object might

behave like two objects instead of one.

NASA SMEs, and likely others in the additive construction industry, create models to

describe these interactions. But, at least at NASA, these are specific to Portland cement

feedstocks—a common construction material [3D89]. These relationships, and the models

that build on them, might change with different materials, print processes, or object shapes

[3D89]. Blake, as an additive construction SME, described how uncertainty is introduced by

a different printing process even when the material is the same:
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If you have a very well-defined bead and you put another very well-defined bead on top
you know exactly what your bonding surface is, and you can calculate strength. A lot
of times [additive construction companies] print straight down, so the bead squishes out
and the bead contact surface area changes constantly. You can estimate an average,
but you really don’t know. [3D89]

Solvers demonstrating their feedstocks via printing was crucial for verifying the materials’

performance. NASA and non-NASA SMEs hoped that these tests would “help us get to a

base understanding of the materials themselves” [3D87]. None of these exceeded an area of

1 m2—these were desktop-scale objects. Solvers would also provide documentation related

to their feedstock designs.

5.2.2 Feedstock Composition

In contrast to Phase 1’s open approach to feedstock material options, Phase 2 focused

heavily on polymers. In fact, the earliest drafts of the Structural Member competition rules

imagined solvers would focus exclusively; this idea persisted at least up to the launch of the

Design Challenge [3D6, 3D11,3D118]. This focus stemmed from the NASA SMEs’ contextual

knowledge and their work on feedstock suitable for planetary surfaces. Specifically, SMEs at

KSC believed that (various) polymers would be particularly effective as a material to bind

the regolith material aggregate available on the surface [3D103, 3D137]. When heated, poly-

mer flows like a viscous liquid, allowing the printer to deposit it and the regolith aggregate

in layers. Per the SMEs, several factors weigh in this feedstock’s favor compared to other

types of material: a polymer feedstock requires a relatively low amount of power to heat it

to a printable state; its print process is more easily controlled compared to other additive

construction methods; it uses no water—a precious resource on Mars; it does not suffer

from boil off in vacuum conditions; it offers some radiation protection; and, it is available

immediately after landing (in the form of packing materials) or can be manufactured using

in-situ materials [3D11, 3D25, 3D92, 3D94, 3D103, 3D137, 3D185, 3D227]. Additionally,

the KSC SMEs were developing a polymer feedstock and its printer as part of the ACME

project; they successfully demonstrated their printing system while Phase 2 was being for-
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mulated [3D130, 3D181]. As such, SMEs heavily preferred polymers due to their estimated

performance combined with their in-house experience with this kind of feedstock. One SME

on the formulation team described how this preference influenced how they wrote the rules:

In Phase 2, we pushed hard on using polymers because it was feasible. It was a feasible
solution that was really quite good. And I saw that from the work in [the lab], so [we]
pushed on that pretty hard17

The SMEs’ push for polymer-based solutions resulted in the rules favoring those designs.

Though later iterations of the rules would broaden the material options for solvers, SMEs

would still consider (further) demonstrating the feasibility of polymers as “one of the goals

of the competition” [3D94, see also 3D6]. Specifically, the preference influenced the scoring

weights for the choice of (constituent) feedstock materials and the proportion of their mass

(mass ratio). I explain these below.

Feedstock materials SMEs’ material preferences drove the rules on the feasibility of

feedstock materials. In general, the SMEs wanted solvers to explore potential materials

and their different forms for printing [3D122]. As Quinn stated about participating in the

Structural Member Competition: “you actually had to do materials development as part of

that challenge” [3D80]. To define and bound what solvers would explore for this competition,

the formulation team enlisted the help of NASA SMEs—experts in Martian geology and

polymers for space missions [3D11, 3D24, 3D36]. These focused on what would be available

to the crew and their printing systems once they landed.

Here, several knowledge areas intersect and produce a large materials tradespace. First,

Martian geology: Mars has an abundance of rocks, sand, and sediment types; water can

be accessed in the form of ice or brines [3D11, 3D24, 3D102, 3D122]. Second, waste or

excess materials upon launch: a slew of launch packing materials can be recycled into usable

polymers [3D25, 3D80, 3D11, 3D122]. Lastly, additives that (for now) must be brought

from earth to create a viable feedstock [3D21, 3D25]. Combined, these form many potential

17Reference withheld to maintain interviewee’s anonymity.
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options for feedstocks, with various ways of printing them.

SMEs’ extensive contextual and organizational knowledge played a role in narrowing this

space. Here, the abundance of specific polymers on cargo missions (to the International

Space Station (ISS)), behavior of certain materials in a vacuum environment, and the ease

of accessing certain materials on the surface shaped the material tradespace. [3D91, 3D92,

3D96, 3D93, 3D102]. Based on these criteria, two materials came into focus: low-density

polyethylene (LDPE), per its abundance in the waste streams of current ISS missions; and

basalt igneous rock, per its abundance on Mars (barring the use of a dedicated—but much

more expensive—Martian soil simulant) [3D226]. Additionally, SMEs knew that certain

materials—particularly water—would be so valuable to sustain the crew that using it as a

printing material would be risky [3D11, 3D96]. Quinn stated this position as follows: “I

think we would never use water for construction purposes because it’s scarce, and you would

have higher mission priorities and uses for that water” [3D80].

But SMEs did not just know what materials would be available. Their knowledge also

dictated preferences of certain materials over others, which translated into a preference for

certain feedstocks. SMEs’ preferences would also affect their assessment of the feedstock’s

feasibility. For example, a feedstock that used water would be less desirable than one that

did not.

SMEs embedded their preferences in their competition’s scoring system. Here, the for-

mulation team hoped it would push solvers to design feedstocks that SMEs believed would

be more feasible. Even in early drafts of the rules, SMEs stated that they “need[ed] a rubric

for determining winner of this portion of the [challenge]. Must favor the use of planetary

indigenous materials” [3D20, see also 3D110, 3D12]. To do this, SMEs designed a “sliding

scale” where the preferred materials18 received a higher weighting than others [3D91, 3D94,

3D95, 3D96, 3D103, 3D122, P3]. Solvers would stand a greater chance of winning if they

designed feedstocks with materials that SMEs preferred: the weights would apply to the

18The scale in the rules also explicitly labeled the options that NASA wanted with arrows and language
like “most relevant” to further emphasize their importance [3D23].
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mass fractions of each material in the solvers’ feedstock and played a significant role in the

solvers’ final scores [3D23]. At the top end of the weighting scheme, receiving the highest

score per mass fraction, were LDPE and (crushed) basaltic igneous rock, in line with the

SMEs’ preferences.

Similarly, the weighting system would also disincentivize certain materials through scor-

ing penalties. In line with the preferences listed above, SMEs applied these penalties to

discourage solutions that did not “close the manufacturing loop, [or] doesn’t bring in recy-

cling potential, [or] material reuse,” per Quinn [3D80]. For example, they included (severe)

negative weights for water and specialized, imported materials to make the feedstock work

[3D23, 3D25, 3D91, 3D93]. Likewise, using off-the-shelf printing feedstocks–e.g., Portland

cement–would not be allowed19 [3D36, 3D80].

SMEs hoped that the incentives (and disincentives) would nudge solvers towards finding

viable feedstocks while allowing teams that could not carry out this exploration to partici-

pate. Despite their stated preferences, they did not explicitly forbid any unwanted materials;

SMEs believed it was important not to be too prescriptive in the rules [3D95, 3D88, 3D103,

3D122]. By relying on the (dis)incentives instead of exclusion, teams with a terrestrial

focus would still see the competition as an opportunity to fulfill their goals—additive con-

struction’s potential for efficiency and sustainability in the construction industry resonated

strongly with the challenge’s partners [3D122, 3D21, 3D94]. SMEs believed that this struck a

balance between their planetary additive construction aims and those that terrestrial players

aimed for. Ash described this balance as follows:

So, those were the two goals we were trying to align: the terrestrial benefit and the
space benefit. The difficulty was to try and come up with a set of materials that we
would score without constraining the competitors. We really didn’t want to tell them,
“You can’t use Portland cement, [or] a certain material, [or] water.” We didn’t want to
constrain them in any way possible. We wanted freedom of thought. That’s where we

19SMEs, like Quinn, stated that this was meant to discourage teams from, for example, going “to Home
Depot and [buying] a bag of cement” to use as their feedstock [3D36]. Developing materials suited for
Martian conditions was a fundamental part of this competition and solely relying on existing feedstocks
was not going to cut it [3D80]. However, there were no such restrictions on Portland cement’s constituent
materials.
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came up with a sliding scale where we give a factor, which is a number that varies with
applicability to indigenous materials that you can find in space. . . . And it’s proven to
be very successful. [3D94]

Feedstock ratio SMEs’ material preferences also drove rules emphasizing the usage of

Martian materials. Recall that most cost savings related to ISRU stem from using mass

available at the destination versus launching that from Earth. If a team’s feedstock recipe

only required a small percentage of in-situ material, most of its mass would still need to

be transported there. The solution would, thus, fall short of the objectives that SMEs

envisioned [3D24, 3D102]. So, to avoid these kinds of feedstocks, SMEs focused on the ratio

of ingredients in the feedstock “recipe” to emphasize the usage of in-situ materials [3D1]. As

Finley described, they were “just trying to get as much ISRU material in there” [3D24].

SMEs at KSC drew on their experience and experiments to determine the rules. Per

above, a low percentage of in-situ material in a feedstock and the solution would not ade-

quately satisfy NASA’s aims. However, too high a percentage might result in a feedstock

that does not bind or is otherwise not feasible. While SMEs wanted to push solvers towards

high fractions of in-situ material usage in their feedstocks, they also wanted to ensure that

they did not overshoot this limit. So, to inform the rules, they experimented to understand

what fractions of in-situ materials would be feasible. Per one of the SMEs: “we were ba-

sically trying to complete the challenge ourselves just ahead of when the actual challenge

was happening. That gave us a lot of insight into what is possible or what is not possible”

[3D185].

Here, the SMEs decided on a minimum ratio based on their work with polymer-based

feedstocks. These ratios are calculated as the fractions of binder to aggregate–in this case,

polymer to regolith. While the existing literature and SMEs’ previous work showed that a

wide range of this ratio was possible, they narrowed it down to a maximum of 30% binder

and a minimum of 70% aggregate [3D24, 3D102, 3D103]. This ratio pushed the known

limits of how little binder could be added while remaining printable [3D226]. As such,
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SMEs experimented with various ratios in-house to ensure that this requirement produced

a feedstock that would bind its aggregate [3D94]. At the time, Ash was asked whether the

rules were realistic, and here is how they described the process of confirming them:

We went back to the lab, we tried it out, and said, “yeah, 70-30 works. Can it go lower
than 70-30?” We did a few more tests and turns out that anything lower than 15%
wasn’t really working. Any higher than 30 was probably too much binder. So that’s
how we confirmed that we had good rules. [3D103, see also 3D185]

The 70-30 rule would force the usage of in-situ materials through the high fraction of

aggregate materials. Since SMEs estimated that these kinds of feedstocks would use Martian

regolith as their aggregate, a high fraction of aggregate would translate into a high usage of

in-situ materials—fulfilling NASA’s ISRU goals of launching less mass. However, while this

rule stemmed from SMEs’ work and experiments with polymer-based feedstocks, it would

apply to all solutions equally [3D102]. And, per the rules, a “failure to meet this minimum

requirement [would] result in disqualification” [3D112, see also 3D23, 3D12].

5.2.3 Printed Material Characterization

In addition to rules surrounding the design of the feedstocks, SMEs also created rules

surrounding their performance. Specifically, understanding the mechanical properties of

prints with “multiple materials” [3D2, 3D20]. These are needed to understand how materials

would behave as part of a structure and further design NASA’s systems. For Phase 2, they

selected properties that SMEs considered a “first gate” [3D93, 3D101]. Additionally, to

ensure efficient and safe construction using these materials, solvers would need to consider

(Martian) environmental factors that would impact their materials’ mechanical properties.

I elaborate below.

Structural performance In the Structural Member Competition, SMEs focused on the

materials’ basic structural properties [3D101]—material strength, its ability to be printed at

high angles, and its tolerances when set. In all, solvers would print a short cylinder, a beam,
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and a truncated cone. These shapes would then be subjected to compressive, flexural, and

their own loads to determine the printed material’s strength [3D20, 3D93, 3D101].

Structural performance: Material strength The SMEs drew heavily on standards

from the construction industry for their strength tests: the shapes corresponded with ASTM

C39, ASTM C78, and (a simile to) ASTM C143, respectively. Despite being designed for

concrete, the SMEs appreciated their accessibility and long history. First, these standard

tests are used very widely. SMEs “could tell the competitors they could go to any kind of

lab to certify the results” as many facilities, both in the United States and internationally,

use these to test materials [3D103, see also 3D96]. SMEs reasoned that this availability

would bring solvers’ testing costs down, thus (potentially) lowering their costs to partici-

pate [3D93]. In contrast, standards for testing additively manufactured parts are only now

being developed; those that exist have seen very limited usage [3D226]. Second, these stan-

dard tests are well-known. Ash related that part of the reason why they “settled on using

standard engineering tests [is] because that’s what most civil engineers use” [3D103]. Their

widespread usage and well-understood behavior increased SMEs’ confidence in these tests.

SMEs saw them as a first step in characterizing a new material with unknown characteris-

tics. Per Stevie20, a non-NASA SME from the construction industry who was also part of

the formulation team:

We set the rules of the challenge to the standards that exist today because that’s
what we know [and] because they’re proven ways of testing a specific parameter of a
material. As we get into exploring new materials, we start by testing them in the same
way. [3D87]

These strength measurements would be the primary yardstick for performance across all

levels of the Structural Member competition. The stronger a solver’s material was in the

tests, the more points they would be awarded; their feedstock recipe would moderate these

points, producing their final score [3D23].

20A pseudonym.
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However, the SMEs understood that these standard tests would not measure these char-

acteristics accurately for all materials. The standard tests were designed for Portland cement

concrete. They were not meant to test the (kinds) of materials that solvers would be creat-

ing, especially those using a polymer as a binder [3D93]. The tests were, at best, a best-fit

standard: intended to provide a uniform measure instead of tailoring to each material that

could be submitted [3D93, 3D92]. SMEs knew that they were compromising on the accuracy

of the performance of the feedstocks based on the standard measures [3D101]. Ash estimated

that “in some cases [the tests] were appropriate, and in some cases, they weren’t. But mostly

they were” [3D103]. The SMEs saw these inaccuracies as a better alternative than a slew of

different tests better suited to the material families submitted by the solvers. The differences

in measurement techniques might raise questions of fairness among solvers, which the SMEs

wanted to avoid. Finley described their concern as follows: “What we didn’t want to have

to do is make case-specific decisions on standards and scoring for every team.” [3D93].

Structural performance: Material overhang For the final level of the Structural Mem-

ber challenge, solvers printed a dome designed by the judges [3D23, 3D110]. This dome

was challenging for two reasons. First, the top of the dome was horizontal [3D23, 3D103].

Domes, cylinders, or torii maximize inside volume while reducing pressure stresses, making

them ideal for habitats on other planets [3D103]. But as the slope increases, the horizontal

surface area for the next layer of material reduces. When the slope is zero (or horizontal),

the layers connect horizontally and might fall if there is no support.

Second, no supporting structures were allowed in the object after printing [3D23], max-

imizing the useable area within the habitat [3D103, 3D105]. Usually, these shapes would

require support structures for the layers at the top. So, printing the structure without any

supporting material seemed impossible; a potential participant even complained that “an

FDM-type 3D Printing process could not build this structure without a support structure”

[3D122]. However, NASA guidelines for additively manufactured parts advise against having
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support structures due to the dangers of debris within crewed cabins [3D226]. Additionally,

SMEs saw these supports as a waste of the interior space [3D122]. As such, they required

that the final shape did not have any, nor deviate from the model in other ways [3D93, 3D96].

As such, the only option, seemingly, was to autonomously remove the support structures be-

fore the print was finished [3D23, 3D103, 3D122]. SMEs saw this as a difficult task that was

important to maintain. Ash described their position as follows: “if we had a competition

and allowed support structures, we wouldn’t be advancing the state of the technology. It

would be the same as everyone would be doing today” [3D103].

Thus, the dome would test the solvers’ material and printing capabilities. SMEs stated

that they “intended for this to be a difficult structure to print” [3D122]. The solvers’ printing

system would need to be robust enough to print the dome shape as modeled, relying on

either their materials or robotics expertise to dictate their solving approach. For example,

others believed that this dome would be hard to print. But despite its difficulty, SMEs

estimated—like Ash states below—that the solvers could somehow accomplish this.

You have to push the boundaries. If it’s completely feasible, then there’s no point in
having the competition. So, you have to get to something that you’re 90% can be done,
but you’re 10% not sure. And that was [Phase 2’s] dome.” [3D103]

Structural performance: Tolerances Lastly, SMEs also set tolerance criteria on the

printed shapes to assess the accuracy of the printing systems. In general, manufacturing

an object to a certain accuracy is crucial. If it does not adhere to the required dimensions,

it may not fit within its allotted space or perform as intended. This matters for additive

construction as well: the imprecision of printing could produce an object that does not

conform to what is expected. Here, its dimensions could depend on how neatly a printer

can lay down a bead and how that layer behaves once it is laid down [3D89]. Additionally,

different materials contract and expand at different rates when exposed to a temperature

gradient, meaning the object’s final dimensions might not be the same as the as-printed ones

[3D106, 3D185]. In this vein, SMEs wanted to determine the accuracy of solvers’ printing
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systems.

SMEs imposed a maximum allowable deviation on each object, determining whether their

accuracy was allowable. The truncated cone, cylinder, and width and height of the beam

received a tolerance of + 7 mm. The length of the beam and the dome structure would

receive a tolerance of +/- 7 mm. If solvers’ objects did not comply with these tolerances,

they would be required to produce new ones or face a zero score for that level [2017-03-02].

At the final level (where printing time was severely limited), the number and magnitude

of the tolerance violations could severely reduce the final score—the judges would have the

final say here [2017-05-18].

Environmental performance In the Structural Member Competition, SMEs considered

including two essential areas relating to the material’s performance in the Martian environ-

ment: its behavior while exposed to vacuum and its ability to shield against radiation21.

Their effects on the feedstock’s behavior are important to understand and mitigate where

needed [3D103, 3D82]. But while SMEs initially considered testing solvers’ solutions via

analyses, they dropped both criteria from the rules of Phase 2 [3D92].

Environmental performance: Vacuum Since the Martian atmosphere is less dense

than Earth’s, “vapor pressure is a huge issue,” as Finley explained [3D102]. Under these

conditions, liquid in the feedstock might boil and evaporate when printed. The printed object

will have irregular voids instead of being a solid, and its strength would be considerably

reduced [3D65, 3D102, 3D160]. Indeed, experiments conducted by SMEs showed that the

material would foam up and form a “muffin top,” retaining only a fraction of its material

strength [3D103, see also 3D65]. Referring to the performance of that feedstock in those

conditions, Finley stated, “it didn’t work too well” [3D95, see also 3D103].

Despite its significant influence on the material’s printing behavior, however, SMEs de-

cided not to subject solvers to complying with this requirement. In doing so, SMEs would

21The latter would be revisited in Phase 3.
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lose information on whether and how the material would retain its strength under these

conditions [3D82, 3D101]. And since it would not be tested in the relevant environment, it

would not mature per the TRL scale [3D94]. Nevertheless, there were several reasons for

this decision [3D92, 3D101, 3D102, 3D103]. First, SMEs strongly believed that any such

testing requirements would be too costly to impose on solvers if they had to access vacuum

chambers themselves [3D80,3D94, 3D103, 3D102]. Ash thought that “it would have probably

shut the competition down if we had done that” [3D94]. Second, and relatedly, using one

of NASA’s test chambers would exceed the 3DPH Challenge’s budget [3D101, 3D160]. And

lastly, SMEs thought it was too specialized a requirement to impose on teams that were not

in the space industry. Instead, SMEs saw it as their responsibility to design towards that

environment. As Quinn put it, it was “something that NASA would do on our side” [3D93].

Environmental performance: Radiation The Martian atmosphere does not protect

against radiation as Earth’s does. This makes it a serious threat to the crew’s lives [3D11,

3D93, 3D124]. Thus, structures will need to adequately shield the crew from radiation to be

considered habitable. [3D6, 3D124].

However, the SMEs decided not to require solvers to design or test to these conditions.

Like the vacuum conditions, SMEs believed that these requirements were quite specialized.

Once again, Quinn believed that it would be NASA’s responsibility to iterate on “some high

potential design or material” in collaboration with the designer [3D93]. As such, the SMEs

“[didn’t] define radiative environments in the rules, so this [was] really outside the scope of

[their] evaluation of materials and structures,” per contemporaneous email traffic [3D92].

Environmental performance: Materials scale concerning vacuum and radiation

performance The rules for Phase 2 lacked analyses or tests for the Martian environ-

ment. However, the materials scale described earlier would still push solvers towards material

choices that SMEs believed were more suitable. Specifically, KSC SMEs favored polymers

as a construction material partly because they estimated that it would perform better in the
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Martian atmosphere than hydraulic cement concrete [3D94, 3D102]. First, polymer binders

did not use water. Because they would not suffer from the boil-off problem, SMEs estimated

that they would outperform the hydraulic cement concretes. Ash, for example, believed that

though “the polymer concretes have never been tested in vacuum, I think that they would

do better than the hydraulic concretes” [3D94]. Second, plastics stopped radiation [3D6].

Thus, their use as a building material would include significant protection and its structural

functions [3D11]. So, while polymers were already highly rated for their abundance on these

missions, the scale also coincided with their estimated performance under Mars’ conditions.

The rules, thus, incentivized solvers towards the options that SMEs believed were better

across a broad range of parameters.

5.2.4 Printer Form Factor

The printer’s form factor—its footprint and printing method—was also an area SMEs

considered gearing towards their application.

Printer footprint For NASA, systems with large footprints are much more costly to field

and operate. Their mass and volume mean higher launch costs and more space on a rocket

[3D11]. While not as crucial in terrestrial applications, NASA’s external partners recog-

nized the benefits of space-saving as well [3D11, 3D180]. Because of this, SMEs considered

explicitly restricting the printing system’s footprint [3D6, 3D22] or, at least, incentivizing

smaller printers [3D11]. For example, one SME on the formulation team commented the

following on an early draft of the Structural Member Competition rules: “[W]e should limit

the packaged/shipping size of the system. We don’t want a great system that could never

be moved to a disaster relief area” [3D6].

However, SMEs pushed any such rule outside the context of the 3DPH Challenge. The

formulation team decided not to impose any requirement from the space industry on the

footprint of the printers. They believed that it would distract from the more important
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task of demonstrating the printer [3D105]. Instead, the team decided to push the more

stringent space requirements until later in the development process. The Structural Member

Competition rules merely specified that the printer had to be transported over regular roads

[3D23]. Harper summarized their decision not to limit the printer’s footprint as follows:

“that’s not where we want[ed] the teams to spend their time, trying to miniaturize it, trying

to– You know? That can happen later once you’ve proven the technology” [3D105].

Printing methods Mars’ reduced gravity environment also imposed difficulties on the

printer design. These conditions mean that materials—particularly powders—do not settle

as they do on Earth. Powder beds are a common method of 3D printing for terrestrial

applications [3D36]. But even with (non-NASA) microgravity research is being done on

powder bed printing [3D226], NASA SMEs did not think they could work in their setting.

In particular, loose particulate matter during printing could more easily lead to combustion

or respiration hazards [3D192, 3D36, 3D91]. Blake put it succinctly: “You can’t use a

powder bed in microgravity” [3D89]. Additionally, while this method worked well for printing

relatively small parts, SMEs did not believe this method could print an object the size of a

house [3D95, 3D112, 3D163].

So, SMEs curbed solvers from pursuing architectures that might be familiar to them

but (essentially) unsuitable for NASA. The rules explicitly warned against designs that

created too much dust or other waste22 [2017-02-02, 3D112]. SMEs emphasized that these

could not safely function in a space context, nor were these safe for people near the printer

[3D23, 3D36]. SMEs also forbade manual removal of supporting material for the prints,

explicitly mentioning that removal of the powder bed around the printed object fell into this

category [3D23]. The competition’s FAQ followed suit with further clarifications [3D112].

In contemporaneous email traffic, one SME explained this rule to a fellow team member as

22Despite the consensus on the problems with powder beds, SMEs like Quinn expressed an openness to
ways of mitigating against the dust issues: “. . . if you can show us how to manage that— We’re open to that
if you can come to us with an approach of how you would address it, manage it, and ensure safety. . . . It’s
a challenge not to be too prescriptive” [3D36].
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follows:

Teams do have to address applicability of their manufacturing system to planetary
surface construction, and do receive a score on that criteria (which mostly refers to an
assessment of whether the process can operate in a reduced or microgravity environment
and was included as a way to discourage use of powder-based systems) [3D92].

5.3 Outcomes of the Structural Member Competition

The 3DPH Challenge team saw Phase 2 as a big success. They awarded a total of $701k

across the three levels, with the winners taking home $80k, $0K23, and $250k, respectively.

While the number (and variety) of participants was relatively low, SMEs were pleased with

the performance of the solutions. After the competition, both the winner and runner-up

feedstocks were further tested in-house and aboard the ISS.

5.3.1 Reflections on Participation

While the formulation team’s pivot towards the construction industry succeeded in draw-

ing non-space participants, participation was significantly less than the previous one. A total

of eight teams participated across the Structural Member competition [3D127]: these solvers

submitted at least one solution in one of the three levels. Unlike the Design Competition

before it, no non-affiliated teams managed to submit a solution to any level. All teams

stemmed from academic or industry backgrounds—five of the former and three of the latter

[3D127]. However, like the Design Competition, most participants were not previously part

of the space industry: only two described prior space experiences [3D207, 3D208]. The others

were decidedly outsiders to this industry [3D90]; these participants talked about how they

always dreamed about working with NASA, something that would be “freaking amazing”

[3D209]. The teams winnowed down to three in the final round: two academic teams and

one industry team.

One cause of the relatively low participation was the high cost of solving. Many teams

23No prize money could be awarded to a non-US team, but second place was awarded $67k.
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complained that they could not afford to complete the challenge: developing and testing

the hardware required for the deliverables of the competition was expensive. Even with

the thought that went into reducing the barriers to entry, SMEs on the formulation team

acknowledged that “it was a pretty big physical investment,” per Harper [3D105]. In a survey

after the 3DPH Challenge, solvers reported that developing their materials and creating the

associated printer cost more than they were willing to pay. One team who dropped out in

Phase 2 described why they stopped participating: “The farther along the competition got,

the more expensive it got to participate. We ended up dropping out of the challenge because

it was too expensive to continue” [3D98]. Several other teams echoed this sentiment and

described the difficulties of acquiring enough capital to fund their developments.

5.3.2 Reflections on Solutions

Solvers demonstrated novel, high-performing materials Participants in this com-

petition produced high-performing materials and meaningful insights for the SMEs. Their

innovations covered both hydraulic cement and polymer-based feedstocks. For the former,

teams recreated or modified the Portland cement recipe using materials available on Mars.

For example, one team drew on their organization’s deep experience with Portland cement

[3D210]. From their perspective, the risk of pivoting to, from their perspective, an unknown

material was too great. Instead, they used their expertise to create a known material in an

unfamiliar environment. Per one team member: “It’s real exciting to be developing some-

thing new. But in this case, we said, ‘ok, we know this [material] can do XYZ, how do we

get to do it in this application?’” [3D210]. To prove that their recipe could produce the same

performance as stock Portland cement, SMEs required that the team demonstrate its perfor-

mance within acceptable bounds [2017-07-13]. As a result, the team “earned the right and

was allowed by the judges to use Portland cement for the competition with a positive 3DP

Factor defined by the indigenous factors instead of the negative penalty due for Portland

cement” [3D99]. Another team had the same idea but took a different tack: it developed
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an equivalent to Portland cement that used much less water to achieve a similar material

[3D48, 3D156]. Per reports, the SMEs considered these a “significant advancement in the

demonstration of cement production from Mars indigenous materials” [P3, 3D99].

For the latter, the winning team—a partnership between Branch Technologies and Tech-

mer PM–produced a high-performing feedstock by combining polyethylene terephthalate

glycol (PETG) thermoplastic as a binder with basalt glass fiber as aggregate [3D73, 3D140].

Both binder and aggregate were highly rated materials on the competition’s material scale,

though using fibered basalt was new to the SMEs [3D73]. Its performance was surprising

for two reasons. First, the combination of materials and printing quality also significantly

outperformed its hydraulic cement competitors. According to a report on the challenge,

the winning polymer concrete feedstock demonstrated a material strength approximately

“23 times higher” than typical Portland cements [3D73]. Across the board, SMEs believed

“it’s a very high strength blend” [3D80, see also 3D94]. More generally, teams that pur-

sued polymer-feedstock options helped “prove out [their] efficacy” in the eyes of the SMEs

[3D226].

Second, SMEs were impressed with the printing capabilities displayed by Branch. Ash

even exclaimed that they achieved “the holy grail in 3D printing” [3D94]. Conventional

wisdom required level 3’s dome to be printed with support structures. However, the winning

team printed their material horizontally without supports—something that the NASA SMEs

did not think these kinds of materials could do. For example, Ash stated they had “never

seen it before when you horizontally print, and it doesn’t collapse or slump” [3D103]. Jude

saw the solvers’ performance and remembered thinking, “What just happened! How did they

do that! We [as NASA] wouldn’t be able to do that!” [3D185]. Across the formulation team,

SMEs considered the feedstock, in their words, a “breakthrough” [3D103], an “inspiration

to the [KSC] team” [3D130], a “major outcome” [3D80], “absolutely revolutionary” [3D94],

and “incredible” [3D93]. The material’s performance meant that the team’s printing system

could produce complex shapes without the complex robotic architecture that other teams
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required to produce the same shape.

More generally, SMEs were happy that the rules pushed solvers to explore material com-

binations that they believed were more favorable to their ends. While NASA already had

projects exploring planetary additive construction feedstocks and processes [3D63, 3D65],

SMEs believed that the efforts of the solvers would help rather than replace them. In line

with this sentiment, Quinn described how they saw “the efforts as complementary, rather

than competitive” [3D36]. It pushed teams to explore the kinds of designs the SMEs were

interested in. Some teams even reported switching from materials they had a lot of expe-

rience with to those that gave them a better score [3D36, 3D209]. Overall, SMEs regarded

material innovations as a big return on shaping the rules. Quinn, in particular, described

how satisfied they were with the overall progress on materials during this phase:

I think the teams came up with really— Especially in Phase 2, [they] came up with
really interesting and different [material] formulations. . . . I think that [Branch’s]
material [was] just a good, good outcome. And I think [Branch’s partner] Techmer
might make that material commercially available now. It’s a very high strength blend.
[3D80]

Solvers demonstrated novel autonomous systems Teams whose material could not

print horizontally developed novel workarounds to produce the dome shape that the SMEs

had laid out. The runner-up—Penn State University (PSU)—impressed the SMEs by demon-

strating autonomous printing and removing the needed supporting material [3D189, 3D99].

While a primary robotic arm printed the dome, the team used a second arm to break apart

and pick out their supports—thus never needing a manual intervention [3D103]. One of

CCP’s weekly reports described the “novel, robotic method” [3D189] like this:

Penn State’s autonomous removal of the supports they used to print the dome was
also novel and a technique they might not otherwise have been developed outside the
framework of this competition [CCP147, see also 3D226]

Solution infusion into NASA projects NASA projects infused two solver-created ma-

terials following the Structural Member Competition. The winner’s polymer-based feedstock
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and the runner-up’s hydraulic cement feedstock were used in tests or experiments: the KSC

team took the former and the MSFC team the latter. This follow-on testing would allow

SMEs to characterize the material more thoroughly than the competition. Finley described

it as “a direct infusion. We get more information out of it. We can start looking at using

that in our systems” [3D95, see also 3D162].

For the former, the SMEs used the solver’s feedstock in the in-house polymer printer

and adopted their feedstock processing method. First, given the incredible performance of

the material in the competition, SMEs were eager to test it in-house [3D162, 3D185]. They

procured a batch from the solver (their material supplier, to be exact) and tested it in their

lab [3D73, 3D80, 3D99], requiring only minor modifications to their existing printer [3D185].

They learned valuable lessons about the materials printed behavior from their tests [3D130].

Second, the material processing method demonstrated by two teams promised to solve

NASA’s feedstock homogeneity and safety problems. KSC’s approach had been to reduce

the raw materials to a powder and combine these at the printhead (while printing) [3D130].

However, it was hard to maintain a homogenous mix of the different raw material powders

[3D130]. Additionally, SMEs became concerned about the combustibility of handling powder

[3D91]. However, these problems were alleviated by pre-processing the raw materials into

homogeneous feedstock pellets before printing [3D91, 3D185, 3D189, P3]. Per a technical

report after the competition: “The pellets developed in the competition by several teams

eliminate these safety hazards have given NASA important insight into how to use these

materials while minimizing danger to mission, crew, and equipment” [3D73].

For the latter, members of the runner-up team sent samples of the material to the ISS

for further characterization in microgravity. The team’s material had been a hydraulic ce-

ment concrete, whose behavior had never been studied in the space environment, specifically

exploring the effect of gravity [3D167]. As such, the team developed an on-orbit experiment

to observe differences in the feedstock’s reactions [3D156, 3D169, 3D174]. Quinn described

this as yet another “really good” outcome [3D80].
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Solution shortcomings Despite these innovations, some solutions fell short of what the

SMEs expected—even the novel ones. First, several teams could not meet the mandated

high bar for indigenous Martian material. Recall that solvers’ feedstocks needed to include

at least 70% indigenous materials. This value stemmed from KSC in-house experiments

with polymer-based feedstocks. However, complying with this minimum was much harder

for teams that took the hydraulic cement route, who thought they could produce a feedstock

that could serve their terrestrial uses as well. Specifically, adding that much aggregate made

a viable material “difficult” and “hard,” per Finley [3D102]. So hard that it affected the

team’s participation. Across Phase 2, four teams24 submitted non-compliant solutions—these

were rejected [2017-05-04]. Likewise, one team’s score suffered greatly solely because of their

choice of materials. As Finley described it:

If a certain team wants to develop their technology along the lines of 3D printing here
on earth with Portland cement, . . . they’re not going to want to do that planetary
composition. And that’s ultimately what hurt [one team] in that last round because
they scored low on their materials. [3D102]

Second, SMEs doubted the practicality of (some of) the solvers’ feedstocks. The material

scale had successfully pushed solvers to design feedstocks using materials on Mars. However,

the scale did not incorporate more practical concerns like gathering and processing the

materials into their usable forms, which would be extremely important for its usage. Finley

“was amazed at the lack of addressing the issue of getting these materials in situ also. That

was something I was hoping to get more information on from the competitors” [3D102, see

also 2017-05-04]. Practicality was also the main concern for the Martian Portland cement

recipe. Though novel, it did not address its supply chain considerations. SMEs estimated

that it would require large processing facilities with raw material gathered from disparate

places “separated by 1000s of km” to create the cement [3D25, see also 3D102]. Quinn

summarized that as follows:

You can technically make [Portland cement] on a planetary surface, but it requires

24One of these four teams submitted a non-compliant polymer-based feedstock.
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a large manufacturing footprint. There’s a lot of mental gymnastics associated with
saying: “yes, I can actually make this on a planetary surface, ergo you should consider
this as an indigenous material.” [3D36]

5.3.3 Partnerships Resulting from the Structural Member Competition

Lastly, while SMEs discussed a potential follow-on project with the (level 3) winner, it

did not materialize. After the competition, SMEs pushed for a large-scale demonstration

of the printing technology. They envisioned printing large water storage tanks as part of

KSC’s spaceport infrastructure [3D73, 3D137]. However, partly due to other commitments

by the solver team, this did not proceed [3D185]. Nevertheless, SMEs were hopeful that

such partnerships would eventually materialize. Quoting Quinn: “And I think some of these

[teams] may, down the line, work with NASA by virtue of the connections and visibility that

they’ve gotten through the competition” [3D36].

6 Phase 3: The Virtual Construction and Construc-

tion Competitions

6.1 Phase 3’s Two Competitions

Phase 3 contained two competitions: the Virtual Construction Competition and the Con-

struction Competition. Participants in the former would design a high-fidelity architectural

model of their 3D printed Mars habitat. Across two levels of this competition, participants

would increase their model’s fidelity and the required analyses. Both levels of the Virtual

Construction Competition offered $100k in prizes.

Participants in the latter would develop and demonstrate a printing system for larger and

(more) realistic structures across three levels. Here, each level tested the solvers’ printing

systems (feedstock and printer combinations) for their ability to print basic structures to

scale (e.g., foundations, pressure vessels). The challenge culminated in a timed print of
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their habitat designs (scale model) at the Caterpillar Headquarters in Peoria, IL. Per a non-

NASA SME on the formulation team, “Phase 3 [was] the most challenging that we’ve had

yet” [3D120]. The prize pots for these three levels were $120k, $300k, and $800k, respectively.

See 5 below for a visual summary of this phase.

Building Model 1:
• Design 

development of 
habitat concept

• Prize pot $100k

Virtual Construction Competition

Phase 3

Printed Foundation:
• Structural tests 

of a printed slab
• Prize pot $120k

Printed Vessel:
• Leak testing of a 

printed vessel
• Prize pot $300k

Printed Building:
• Structural tests 

of a one-third 
scale printed 
habitat

• Prize pot $800k

Building Model 2:
• Construction 

documentation 
of habitat 
concept

• Prize pot $100k

Construction Competition

Figure 5: Summary of Phase 3 of the 3DPH Challenge

The two competitions were independent. The deliverables, requirements, and prize

awards of one competition did not impact the other. However, participants in the Construc-

tion Competition were also required to participate in the Virtual Construction Competition.

The formulation team began their work on this phase in mid-2017. SMEs began for-

mulating the Construction Competition first, then the Virtual Construction Competition in

the fall of 2017. Both competitions were opened simultaneously and were held concurrently

during 2018 and 2019. The 3DPH Challenge held the final level of Phase 3–the Construction

Competition’s head-to-head–in the fall of 2019.

Phase 3 would emphasize different areas than the previous phases. Notably, the SMEs

deemphasized the importance of materials following a “big internal discussion” [3D80, see

also 2017-06-22]. The rules surrounding the feedstock materials in Phase 2 set a high bar,

with both good and bad outcomes. They had successfully encouraged the innovations that

SMEs were looking for: the Phase 2 winner showed material innovations that took SMEs

by surprise. But at the same time, some on the formulation team believed that the rules

overconstrained the problem by focusing on polymer binders [3D88]. Additionally, SMEs

disqualified several teams that fell short of the stated requirements. Weighing these out-
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comes, SMEs reconsidered those rules [3D102, 3D73]: while “there [was] general agreement

that our Phase 2 materials scale has served us well,” the formulation team decided then that

these rules needed to be relaxed [2017-06-22, see also 3D80]. Quoting Ash, the formulation

team decided: “[L]et’s loosen it up for Phase 3.’ So, we did” [3D103].

With the deemphasis of materials, SMEs instead shifted the focus towards more impor-

tant to emphasize areas that had not yet been challenged [3D73]. In particular, both the

Virtual Construction competition and the Construction competition would cover three areas

of development (coinciding with those described in 2.2.3) [3D11, 3D16, 3D76, 3D96, 3D107,

2017-07-13, 2017-06-22]. The first was related to the printer’s behavior: autonomy. SMEs

hoped to minimize human interventions during printing and encourage a close relationship

between the virtual model and printed object and printing process. The second was related

to what would be printed: large-scale objects. Here they hoped to push solvers to scale

up the size of the printed objects from those in Phase 2. And finally, an area related to

the performance of the prints: bulk structural properties, like pressure retention and surface

finish25. SMEs would push solvers to accomplish these through a combination of materials

and printing processes.

In the sections below, I further explain these decisions and how they infused into the

rules for both the Virtual Construction and Construction competitions.

6.2 The Virtual Construction Competition

6.2.1 Establishing the Virtual Competition

At the end of Phase 2, some on the formulation team were concerned about participation

in the final phase of 3DPH. While the SMEs were pleased with the winner’s performance in

Phase 2, they acknowledged that the bar for participation was set very high. Members of the

formulation team, like Billie26, knew the task of creating and demonstrating a printer and

25Prints would also be tested for their resistance to impacts, to simulate micrometeorite strikes on Mars.
However, the focus of the SMEs—and the points distributions for each level—would be on these two criteria.

26A pseudonym.
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feedstock system was “difficult” [3D88], requiring a lot of resources on the part of the solvers

[3D80, 3D98]. In their estimates, the difficulty would increase by “orders of magnitude”

with the scope planned for the construction portion in Phase 3 [3D105]. Here, formulation

team members, like Harper, were afraid that few would be able to afford these expenditures,

potentially resulting in very few participants in this phase: “there was only going to be

a few entities that could probably pull that off. We wanted a broader swath of people to

be engaged” [3D105]. As such, some on the formulation team called for something to be

done to maintain the interest of solvers that would not be able to complete the physical

demonstration [2017-07-20, 2017-06-15].

In response, the formulation team (re)introduced an architectural design challenge as

part of Phase 3. Participants would, again, design a habitat built using additive construc-

tion technologies. The SME’s vision was to launch a complimentary challenge where the

barrier to entry was not as high as the construction deliverables required [3D92]. This

competition would allow smaller teams—usually individuals—to participate, broadening the

amount/range of potential participants [3D76, 3D105]. A design deliverable in Phase 3 would

also reinforce the connections to the architecture community that they created in the Design

Competition [3D87].

Like the Design Competition, this challenge aimed to explore the potential designs that

could be achieved using additive construction [3D69, 3D120]. The focus would be on novel

architectural concepts made possible by additive construction and concepts for its layout

and operation of the spaces of the habitat (also called its space programming) [3D87, 3D106,

2017-10-26]. One CCP member of the formulation team envisioned it as follows: “maybe

there is a big prize, big-scale competition but alongside maybe a smaller scale competition

to bring out more ideas” [2017-06-15].

However, this time, the formulation team would implement rules that would (try to) elicit

a consistent quality across the solutions. This way, they would—hopefully—avoid the same

pushback and dismissal by SMEs in the Design Competition. The formulation team would
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also make an effort to clarify what they hoped to see in the submissions. Here, they organized

two public webinars, where their experts provided a primer on habitat design, explained their

models/rules of thumb that NASA used in their work, and what the competition was asking

for [3D120, 3D121, 3D32]. These efforts to increase solution quality contrast starkly with

the first phase, where the rules simply pointed to the available reference material [3D97].

Lastly, like in Phase 2, the formulation team reached out to entities they thought would

be more likely to participate successfully. Specifically, the competition’s emphasis on the

Building Information Modeling (BIM) modeling tool targeted those who had experience

using this tool. For example, the minutes of the formulation teams’ meeting described how

they reached out to organizations “in the architecture area or construction management/BIM

area” for potential solvers because “they do BIM work” [2018-02-08].

6.2.2 Formulating the Virtual Competition’s Problem(s)

Deliverables Wanting to avoid the ambiguous quality of submissions received in Phase 1,

the formulation team took a bigger role in shaping what solvers would submit for this design

deliverable. The formulation team wanted to remedy the “tension” that Quinn described

in Phase 1: on the one hand, a focus on architecture and design–to get broad ideas and

participation; and on the other, a focus on space exploration–to get viable habitat designs

in the eyes of the SMEs [3D80]. As such, the SMEs took a harder look at the level of detail

required for the habitat concepts, hoping that increasing these would improve the submis-

sions’ quality [2017-06-22]. For this, they relied on the construction industry collaborators

on the formulation team, who looked to approaches within their industries [3D106].

The team settled on a modeling approach from the construction industry called BIM.

This approach creates a high-fidelity, virtual representation of the building’s physical and

functional components [3D32]. They depict the building’s systems data, its lifecycle, and

how different disciplines can collaborate on its construction [3D121]. When the construction

SMEs on the formulation team suggested this approach for the 3DPH Challenge, BIM had
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already been a “pretty mature technology in the building world,” with an established com-

munity of practice27, per Billie [3D106, see also 3D87]. This community had agreed-upon

standards of modeling as well as a vision for a common practice of using these techniques

as a digital twin to the physical building [3D32, 3D87, 3D200]. In fact, one member of the

3DPH formulation team was a key contributor in developing the BIM modeling standards

[3D200].

The known, accepted standards would force consistency in the maturity of the virtual

design. In particular, the Level of Development (LOD) BIM standard provides a ladder

of increasing specificity for individual elements in a virtual model [3D200]. The higher

up the ladder, the more specific information about the element is expected [3D121]; for

example, objects range from a symbolic placeholder lacking a shape or size (at LOD100) to

sufficient information to fabricate the element depicted (at LOD400) [3D200]. In addition to

modeling static structures, BIM’s tools also model the (autonomous) movement of equipment

and materials during construction, including the building’s components modeled at different

levels of development [3D32].

SMEs wanted participants to follow this standard and incentivized them to do so. Billie

explained how the standard would result in more detailed models: “We use the jargon ‘model

discipline.’ You have to model things appropriately in place, properly label with a recognized

level of development” [3D106]. With this commonality in mind, the rules for the Virtual

Construction challenge “were actually written to follow the Level of Development standards,”

per another construction SME assisting with Phase 3 [3D87]. Specifically, the rules awarded

points for how well the submission complied with the information content requirements in the

BIM standards for the design’s two most important subsystems—its structural components

and its life support systems [2018-03-22, 3D32, 3D200]. SMEs assigned about 13% of the

points for level 1 to comply with the assigned LOD. In level 2, this was about 10% of the

total.

27The novelty for the BIM community would be applying their approach to create planetary structures
[3D106].
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These features would allow SMEs to (more) accurately measure the virtual design’s ma-

turity and verify (elements of) that design through simulations of its construction process

[3D201, 3D185]. The formulation team hoped to better control what solvers would be sub-

mitting and instilling “more rigor” in the designs, per Billie [3D106]. This way, they would

ensure that the “proposed habitats were realistic in design, materials, and construction and

able to be manufactured with [additive construction] technologies,” as reports would later

detail [3D73].

Design focus Across the two virtual levels, SMEs asked participants to design a habitat

yet again. Following the same scenario described in 4.1, the habitat would need to provide

adequate living space for the crew of astronauts for the duration of their mission. Being a

design competition, the submissions’ aesthetics were once again important scoring criteria.

Architects with “experience serving on judging panels for significant and iconic structures”

evaluated these solutions [3D161, see also 3D32]. SMEs assigned a quarter of the total points

in level 1 to the design’s aesthetic representation. In level 2, this was approximately 21% of

the total.

However, in contrast to the Design Competition, the habitat’s space programming was

now a major focus. The criteria evaluated how well the design would perform as a living space

for the crew. Stevie28, a non-NASA member of the formulation team, explained that the

criteria would test whether solvers “think through not only the different types of programs,

the different types of spaces, they really did think about a person’s experience in terms of . . .

[their] public activities and private activities” [3D87, see also 3D106]. It became one of the

most important criteria across both levels for the Virtual Construction Competition [3D76].

Its focus was partly in response to the SMEs’ concerns about the habitats’ functionality

in the Design Competition: these “had a lot of variability,” per formulation team meeting

minutes [2017-06-22]. SMEs assigned a quarter of the total points in level 1 to this criteria.

In level 2, this was approximately 21% of the total.

28A pseudonym.
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Additionally, the solvers’ submissions would contain significantly more detail than the

Design Competition. In particular, SMEs would focus solvers on three important architec-

tural aspects of their habitat [3D32, 3D120, 3D121]: its structural components, life support

systems, and construction process. I explain the rules surrounding these three areas below.

Design focus: Structural components A habitat’s structural components provide the

enclosure that protects the crew and their equipment [3D32, 3D38, 3D43, 3D120]. The

rules specified these as the structure’s “foundation, exterior surface, load bearing/pressure

retaining walls, etc.” [3D76]. In their submissions, solvers would need to show how these

components bear the “expected loads” [3D161]: the structure’s load as well as its ability to

act as a pressure vessel.

The former was related to the loads on the structure caused by Martian physical condi-

tions (e.g., gravity, wind loading) [3D32, 3D76]. While this is a basic requirement for any

structure, it is essential here considering the uncertain interactions between (new) feedstocks,

material deposition, and habitat geometry.

The latter was related to containing the appropriate atmosphere for the crew’s needs, as

the Martian atmosphere is less dense than Earth’s. While previous Mars mission concepts

had incorporated additional structural elements to fulfill this task (e.g., an inflatable mem-

brane) [3D93, 3D87], the SMEs decided on a different approach. As Quinn summarized: “We

really wanted to focus this competition on continuous manufacturing, demonstrating a core

technology to 3D print an enclosed space, as we wanted pressure retaining structures that

were constructed using 3D printing” [3D93]. As such, there was a focus on pushing solvers

towards designs and printed objects that were airtight and watertight in both the Virtual

and Construction challenges [3D87, see also 3D88, 3D93, 3D107]. In line with containing

pressure, SMEs would also push solvers to include, and seal, wall penetrations. Specifically,

solvers would design systems to incorporate interfaces with the walls during printing. Sim-

ilarly, solvers were expected to describe “concepts and methods” for sealing their required
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penetrations [3D161, 2017-10-26].

The formulation team saw the Virtual Construction Competition as fundamentally a

structural competition [3D87, 3D121]. In this vein, the rules required the highest level of

maturity for this aspect of the habitat29. As one report described it, solvers were to provide

“all of the information needed to construct the pressure-retaining and load-bearing portions

of the habitat using a large-scale additive manufacturing system” [3D73]. Accordingly, the

robustness of these components was also one of the most important scoring criteria. Per

meeting minutes, it judged how the submission “documents a practical plan of construction

[including its manufacturing processes] as well as habitat suitability for expected loads”

[2018-02-15, see also 2017-10-26]. SMEs assigned a quarter of the total points in level 1 to

the design’s (structural) robustness. In level 2, this was approximately 21% of the total.

Design focus: Life support systems A habitat’s life support systems sustain the crew

inside the habitat [3D32]. In this competition, this system encompassed air, environmental

monitoring, and waste [3D121]. Like the life support systems requirements in the Design

Competition, solvers were not required to perform their own sizing calculations. Rather, the

formulation team required that their designs include three volumes designated for Environ-

mental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS), summing to 45 ft3 [3D76, 2017-07-27].

In contrast to the Design Competition, however, solvers were required to design the mechan-

ical, electrical, plumbing, and ducting infrastructure to allow the ECLSS system to function

[3D121]—this infrastructure was previously optional. SMEs set this LOD at 200: graphical

representations within the solvers’ models “with approximate quantities, size, shape, loca-

tion, and orientation,” per the standard [3D200]. Per the rules, SMEs awarded points for

“the presence and practicality” of the design of this subsystem—here, solvers could earn

about 13% and 10% of the total score in levels 1 and 2, respectively [3D76].

29Note here that while solvers were expected to pick “appropriate” materials to use for their printer’s
feedstock, this area was not part of the scoring process like it was in Phase 2, nor were solvers required to
document its recipe [3D161, see also 2018-01-11].
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Design focus: Construction processes In addition to modeling the structure and life

support “subsystems” [3D32], the formulation team was also interested in modeling how

these would be constructed. The formulation team understood that the construction of any

habitat would need to be (highly) autonomous considering the risks of, e.g., astronauts’

exposure to radiation and during construction [e.g., 3D11, 3D103, 3D124]. In the Virtual

Construction Competition, this area had two implementations [3D87, 3D88, 3D92, 3D106,

3D121]: advancing the translation step between the virtual model and the printer’s processes

(bringing these closer together), as well as simulating the flow of (temporary) facilities,

equipment, and materials during the construction process.

The former involved exploring more efficient algorithms to turn the virtual model into a

tool path [3D92]. In this translation step, an algorithm “slices” the 3D shape into 2D shapes,

then forms a path that the print head follows to deposit its feedstock [3D130, 2018-03-29].

This algorithm considers many factors, including deposition rates, drying or solidification

times, real-time sloughing, etc. [3D89]. While this translation is common across all forms of

3D printing, no standard processes exist to make this process easy [3D130, 3D165]: quoting

Harper, “the industry is not there yet” [3D96]. Additionally, algorithms that print small

objects do not translate into large ones—the latter are especially vulnerable to inaccuracies

or errors in the printing process. Specifically, the large object’s bulk properties may no

longer be uniform over the large distances that the print head travels. As Jude explained,

“when you’re printing something very big, [the tool path] has a huge impact on the overall

quality of the structure. [3D185].

SMEs would incentivize solvers to produce and demonstrate these algorithms to spur

development, even if they were not printing their objects. The formulation team wanted

to push participants to develop algorithms that could perform those translations and “have

the printer print it without a lot of other work,” per Harper [3D105, see also 3D96]. This

was necessary for the teams that participated in the construction phase but incentivized as

a bonus for those who only participated in the virtual portion. SMEs believed nudging the
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virtual participants towards this kind of analysis would close the gap between modeling and

the printed structure and improve their feasibility [3D87, 3D96, 3D105].

The latter would simulate the macro construction processes over time, building on the

tool pathing algorithms. The SMEs’ aim with these requirements would be to evaluate

the feasibility of the habitat through its construction sequence [3D106, 3D161, 2018-05-31].

Having created the tool path from the virtual model, solvers would have several pieces of

information from which to conduct these analyses, including, e.g., the location of the printer

over time and the volume of material required (and when) [3D87]. Solvers would model

their 3D printer, its material handling, and the (temporary and permanent) structures it

would build on-site during its task in their “4D model” [3D76, see also 3D121]. However,

the emphasis remained on the printer’s autonomous movements [3D161].

SMEs awarded bonus points to teams who modeled these construction processes. The

translation between virtual model and tool path and simulating the flow of materiel were

assigned 17% of the total for level 2 of the Virtual Construction Competition [3D32, 3D76,

3D121, 3D200].

6.2.3 Outcomes of the Virtual Construction Competition

SMEs praised both the participation in and solutions from this competition, in contrast to

the previous competition on habitat design. A relatively high number of teams participated

in both levels of the Virtual Construction Competition. Furthermore, SMEs thought the con-

cepts presented were “realistic” and “novel,” per reports after the competition [3D73]. The

competition awarded the entire prize pot for each level ($100k)–the winners took home $21k

and $34k for levels 1 and 2, respectively. After Phase 3, teams from the Virtual Construction

Competition (who also participated in the Construction Competition) began partnerships

with NASA teams to design additively constructed infrastructure. These partnerships were,

collectively, valued in the millions of dollars.
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Feedback from (Potential) Solvers Before they Submitted Solutions SMEs re-

ceived multiple questions on the pressure-retaining function of the habitat’s structure. Us-

ing an inflatable bladder to contain the crew’s atmosphere is a common concept for Mars

habitats: these appear in NASA’s trade studies and even in sci-fi depictions of habitats

[3D93, 3D87]. Considering the available literature and work already done on this concept,

some solvers considered this a “very practical route,” as relayed by the formulation team

[3D87, 3D93]. Here, solvers wrote in asking if they could use inflatable structures despite

the stated rules [2018-01-04]. Several SMEs even stated that it was a feasible option: Quinn,

for example, thought, “there’s nothing wrong with it. It’s a really high utility idea if you’re

looking at advanced concepts” [3D93, see also 3D92, 3D87].

However, this did not line up with the intent of the challenge. Solvers would not be

(designing systems to) print pressure-retaining objects and structures by incorporating these

inflatable structures in their designs. Instead, they would transfer the pressure retention

function to another part of the habitat. This is not what SMEs wanted. Contemporaneous

documents show SMEs being aware of the tension faced by solvers; they even acknowledge

that it would be difficult to do with the polymer feedstocks that KSC was most interested in

[3D81, 3D92, 2018-07-19, 2018-08-02]. SMEs knew this was unconventional and hard [3D88,

3D93, 3D107] but decided to stick with their decision. Per contemporaneous emails between

formulation team members: “There’s nothing inherently wrong with [that] approach in a

broader sense, but the intent of the competition is to 3D print a pressure-retaining structure”

[3D92].

To make their intent clear, SMEs explicitly discouraged concepts that relied on inflata-

bles to perform the pressure-retaining function. They expressed this in messages to teams

and public FAQ documents [3D161, 2017-12-20, 2018-01-04, 2018-04-11]. In recalling these

interactions between solvers and the formulation team, Quinn summarized it as follows:

So, we really emphasized that in the rules to try to drive people away from using
inflatables. And try to maintain that consistently throughout the competition because
we would get questions about inflatables from teams. I remember we put out a couple
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of FAQs about it. Just emphasizing that the intention of the competition is to 3D print
a pressure-retaining structure and that that is the definition of this challenge. [3D93]

Reflections on Solutions The formulation team was pleased with the quality of solutions

in this competition. In particular, SMEs recognized and praised the increased fidelity of

these solutions compared to those in the Design Competition—and credited the rules for

driving solvers towards these details. The increased fidelity allowed them to better assess

the designs (specifically their layouts) and label designs as novel when merited [3D73, 3D87,

3D106]. Along these lines, SMEs reported that “the level of detail required as part of

the BIM competition ensured that proposed habitats were realistic in design, materials,

and construction and able to be manufactured with [additive manufacturing] technologies”

[3D73]. Furthermore, members of the 3DPH Challenge team expressed, yet again, how

impressed they were with the quality of the visual products and commended how it helped

them communicate their plans within NASA and to the general public. Billie described his

view of the Virtual Construction Competition solutions as follows:

NASA got huge infusion out of [the] Virtual [Construction Competition]. Those images
and videos that came out of that, that’s all over NASA websites and NASA space
[outreach]. If you have a Zoom meeting with [some NASA SMEs on the formulation
team], you’ll see the images in their background. So, the visual quality, the engagement
of the general public, and— [getting the public to think:] “I want to go live on. . . Look
at that cool building. I can live in that?” I think was huge. [3D225]

Despite this quality, there was one area where some solutions fell short. Some teams did

not follow the SMEs’ intended design exploration, both levels 1 and 2. In level 1, some teams

presented submissions where the printed object did not function as the main pressure vessel,

despite the rules to the contrary [3D76]. Instead, they submitted a design that relied on an

inflatable structure: they were to “print a ‘habitat’ which is a sealed structure – not printing

a “shell” which is only protection, not a sealed habitat,” per formulation team meeting

minutes [2018-08-02, see also 3D92]. Formulation team members summarized the solvers’

thinking here as follows: solvers thought, “we can’t really 3D print at scale, we know we can’t

make it air and watertight, and we know that there’s perchlorates in the soil, and we don’t
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know how harmful they are. . . . So it’s not viable” [3D87]. Though SMEs thought these

designs could be feasible, they believed these did not push additive construction technology

forward. Per their emails, solutions that use inflatables “do not address in-situ 3D-printed

construction challenges such as sealing penetrations in a printed structure” [3D92].

Solvers using inflatables in their designs was of “significant” concern for the judges and

the SMEs [2018-08-02]. Their meeting minutes captured how they believed teams were

skirting the challenges of pressure retention in 3D printed structures: “All the pressurized

parts are brought from Earth so [the teams] don’t have to deal with sealing and such with

printing” [2018-07-12]. SMEs, quoting Quinn and Billie here, also stated how this design

“really wasn’t what we were looking for for this competition” [3D93], and how they were

“kind of stuck judging that. It isn’t really what we wanted” [3D88].

SMEs issued penalties and clarifications to avoid this going forward. Per Quinn: “We

really emphasized that in the rules to try to drive people away from using inflatables” [3D93].

Teams that presented inflatable structures would only be eligible for half the Robustness

points for level 1 [2018-07-12, 2018-07-17]. To counter these designs in level 2, SMEs also

issued additional clarifications. SMEs communicated to solvers that “teams that relied

on pressure retaining structures not designed to be constructed using 3D-printed materials

were judged to be not as robust as those that used this construction method” [2018-11-

15]. Further, to avoid large structures that would contain all of the habitat’s pressure,

they specified that any “membrane” used to improve the sealing properties of the teams’

structure “must be autonomously placed and make up less than 2% of the structure by

volume” [3D161].

Reflections on Participation Once again, the formulation team succeeded in attracting

(relatively) many participants from non-space backgrounds. The formulation team’s strategy

to “try to show that the barrier to entry [to the Virtual Construction competition] is low
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and to get more participants” seemingly paid off [2018-02-08]. Around 18 teams30 submitted

entries to the first level and 11 in the second [3D127]. Like Phase 1, and in contrast to

Phase 2, there was a (more or less) equal spread of academic, industry, and unaffiliated

teams [3D127]. The latter were hobbyists, experts in design, architecture, and BIM who

participated because of overlapping interests [3D202]. Here, one participant—an architect

with an amateur interest in space–described why they decided to participate:

I was familiar with the first phase and thought it was really impressive. And the second
phase. But the third phase, being focused on BIM as a platform, really sat squarely in
my interests and career focus. And put that on the backdrop of “I’m really interested
in space.” I would be dreaming of how to build Martian habitats regardless of the
competition, so being able to put this to practical use has been really cool. [3D203]

Partnerships Resulting from the Virtual Competition Two NASA collaborations

resulted from the work that solvers conducted in this competition. While the scope of

their work covered more than the architectural design themes dealt with in the Virtual

Construction competition31, I will emphasize those below.

The first was between the winner (of the Virtual Construction Competition level 2)

and an MSFC team working on new printing system concepts for the moon [LE3, 3D159,

3D215]. In the Moon-to-Mars Planetary Autonomous Construction Technology (MMPACT)

partnership, the solver team would develop additive construction architectural concepts like

in this competition [3D186]. The partnership’s press releases described their vision as “a

3D-printed, sustainable lunar habitat that will be capable of protecting inhabitants from

exposure to radiation, extreme temperature differentials, and the constant pelting of mi-

crometeors” [3D186]. Per an MMPACT team member (and an SME on the formulation

team)32: “SEARCH is on our team now as well, and they’re doing a great job in coming up

with architectural concepts to print.” NASA and the Department of Defense awarded the

30Available documentation differs in how many teams submitted solutions: CCP’s contemporaneous doc-
uments mention 18 [CCP173, CCP174], 3DPH Challenge summary documents mention 16 [3D127] or 18
[3D69], and documents from SMEs mention 17 [3D201].

31Both partnerships described below also set out to develop and test relevant technologies for the lunar
surface [3D154, 3D155, 3D159, 3D172, 3D215]; I return to these in the 6.3.4.

32Reference withheld to maintain interviewee’s anonymity.
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partnership approximately $14.55M; the architectural concept portion was a small part of

this amount [3D135].

The second collaboration was between a KSC team and a participant in the Virtual

Construction Competition (and winner of the final level of the Construction Competition).

Like their MSFC counterparts, the former also worked on printing systems for the lunar

surface [3D155]. In the REACT project, part of their intent was to develop an architectural

concept: an additive constructed, unpressurized radiation shelter for the moon [3D185].

NASA awarded the partnership approximately $627k; the architectural concept portion was

a small part of this amount [3D213, 3D214].

The NASA teams felt that a closer relationship with the solver team benefitted their

work. SMEs felt like they could better engage and coordinate work from these outsiders in

this way [3D160]. Here is how one of REACT’s team members described their view of the

partnership33:

They’re an architecture firm. We’re not. We’re not architects. We do have some
architects, but not very many. How can you say that you’re going to develop infras-
tructure in a lunar settlement without the help of architects to actually design it? It
doesn’t make sense. It’s not correct. . . . Let’s try to focus [the solver’s] architectural
capabilities and structural engineering firm support in a direction that will support a
NASA mission objective, which is that anti-radiation protection.

6.3 The Construction Competition

6.3.1 Establishing the Construction Competition

In Phase 3, SMEs emphasized the technical areas that had not been challenged in pre-

vious phases. Specifically, the robotic architecture required to print large structures and

autonomous capabilities to go along with them had not received the same attention in the

previous phases. Here, SMEs decided to pivot away from materials: there had been signifi-

cant developments in materials in Phase 2 and the lack of demonstrated performance in the

other areas.

33Reference withheld to maintain interviewee’s anonymity.
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Instead, the Construction Competition would challenge participants to design and demon-

strate large-scale, autonomous 3D printing [3D69, 3D76, 3D103, 3D108]. NASA needed

systems that could print objects on the scale of a small house: the order of magnitude of

the structures they envisioned building on other planets [3D34, 3D103]. Since the start,

SMEs had always wanted solvers in the 3DPH Challenge to demonstrate this capability

[3D2, 3D6, 3D11, 3D12]. The formulation team expected this task to be the most expensive

and intensive of all, so it became the challenge’s finale, with the biggest purse [3D11, 3D81].

To push solvers in that direction, the scale of objects and the degree of autonomy would

ramp up in this competition. While the Structural Member Competition’s objects were, at

most, desktop-sized (about 1 m2), the Construction Competition’s objects would increase

towards full scale (about 100 m2) [3D96]. Similarly, previous phases had not required any

in-depth explanation of the autonomy of their systems (like Phase 1) [3D17] or only operated

over a short time printing a simple shape (Phase 2) [3D23]. Instead, Phase 3 would strongly

emphasize the solutions’ autonomous performance in printing something complex and at

scale [3D76].

The Construction Competition followed suit with the shift towards the construction in-

dustry in the previous phase. First, the 3DPH Challenge team made a concerted effort

to promote the 3DPH Challenge to the construction community. Here, they were a high-

lighted guest or keynote speaker at several large, construction-centric conferences [2017-07-

13, 3D108, CCP103, CCP124, CCP126, CCP132]. “Anyone who’s anyone in the construction

industry [would] be at [these] conference[s],” per a CCP team member [3D116]. They re-

ceived significant interest at these conferences, and per summaries, “the feedback from the

attendees were extremely positive” [CCP154, see also CCP152]. Note that this outreach hap-

pened in addition to the outreach through the CCP’s regular channels and public webinars

[3D116].

Second, the construction industry SMEs that had played a role in shaping the rules for

Phase 2 took on a more prominent role in this formulation process. They influenced the
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kinds of tests that they would require solvers’ systems to perform, the metrics they would

use to judge the solutions, and the relaxing of the space-focused rules of Phase 2 [2017-06-15,

2017-06-22, 2019-01-31, 3D88, 3D105]. This way, these construction SMEs strongly shaped

the challenge, making it more attractive and familiar to their industry [2017-06-22].

6.3.2 Formulating the Construction Competition’s Problem(s)

Deliverables: Printing large structures The deliverables for this final competition

would be large, printed objects34. Drawing on their experience with ACME and other

associated robotics projects, the SMEs were convinced that existing, small-scale printing

demonstrations (including those in Phase 2) would not address the technical challenges they

were facing [3D80, 3D96]. If solvers printed the size of structures that the SMEs were

interested in, it would increase the relevance of the incoming solutions to the SME’s work

[3D94]. Even early on, the challenge team felt they “had to establish some minimum amount

of square footage volume to make sure competitors wouldn’t create a system that we couldn’t

use,” per Riley [3D11]. Similarly, Jude described the uncertainties in extrapolating from the

“desktop scale”:

How does this scaling up of this portion work? How can we scale it up? You have a
whole different range of problems when you scale up than you do when you are printing
at a little desktop scale. How can we control this system so that we get a good print?
[3D185]

Increasing the size of the printed object(s) meant solvers would need to overcome the

related technical hurdles. SMEs wanted to see various designs that could print habitat-sized

objects to understand what systems might work and what might not [3D36]. Note that the

performance of solvers’ printers from printing small, desktop-sized printers in Phase 2 would

not (convincingly) demonstrate their ability to print much larger structures35. Exploring,

and then downselecting from, the solvers’ new designs for Phase 3 would be a meaningful

34Recall that solvers who participated in the Construction competition would also need to participate in
the Virtual Construction competition [3D96], increasing their workload significantly [3D98].

35The Virtual Construction Competition incentivized solvers to tackle some of this modeling task [3D89].
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step forward for this system’s development [3D27, 3D36, 3D89, 3D94]. As such, the SMEs

required large-scale prints, pushing solvers to design and develop the printing systems needed

to address NASA’s need.

However, despite the importance and relevance of printing large structures, solvers would

not be required to print to the size required for a Martian mission. Initially, SMEs envisioned

the last deliverable (of the 3DPH challenge) to be a full-scale print of the habitat [3D11,

3D12]. Specifically, solvers would print 1000 ft2 spaces based on the requirements for crew

space laid out early in the formulation process [3D4].

The vision persisted well into the formulation of Phase 3 until it was questioned for its

practicality and scaled-down. Here, the construction industry SMEs, joined by some NASA

SMEs, raised concerns about the resources required to produce these structures. Specifically,

the costs of construction (e.g., material, power, time) would—in their minds—exceed what

solvers would be willing to spend for the challenge [3D80, 3D94, 3D96]. Some on the formu-

lation team even questioned the need for the full-scale requirement, wondering whether the

technology required for a smaller-scale print could successfully complete the full-scale one

[2017-08-31, 3D81]. Additionally, Caterpillar—reprising its role as the site for the final level

of the competition—was concerned about the logistics of several teams needing to build and

demolish the equivalent of a “small three-bedroom house” [3D94, 2017-08-31]. Instead, the

SMEs settled on a minimum area of 10.33 m2 (or 111 ft2), down from the full-scale design

of 93 m2 (or 1000 ft2) [3D76]. Ash summarized the decision as follows:

At the beginning, we said 1000 ft2 because that’s about the size of a small home. And
then we realized the logistics of having a competition with that much material, and
that size of a structure was prohibitive in cost for the competitors and in logistics for
us and Caterpillar. So, we went down to a third scale. So much smaller, about 200 ft2

[sic] total [3D103].

Nevertheless, the object’s size would still make the Construction Competition a “high-

risk technology development opportunity,” per Quinn [3D36], even with the scaling. Printing

on-site at Caterpillar—with its limited accessibility to outsiders—meant that solvers would
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need to complete their objects within the competition’s window at their facility. Thus, the

challenge solvers faced was printing their large structures quickly, requiring printers with high

material deposition rates. To put this in context, SMEs had only just attained acceptable

deposition rates of their printer to produce—and model the production of—comparably large

structures in the ACME project [3D65, 3D89, 3D180]. Per Quinn, it was this requirement

that made the competition more challenging than any phase before it:

Ademir: . . . What is it that makes [the Construction Competition] difficult?

Quinn: It’s the deposition rate— The amount of material that you have to be able to
put out during the time frame to actually reach the square footage that we dictated.
It’s also that there is not a lot of room for margin of error. You have 30 hours, so you
don’t have a lot of time. [3D81]

Deliverables: What solvers would print The printed objects within the Construction

Competition would progress from small structures to large and more complex ones across

its three levels. Participants would be required to print bigger and more intricate/complex

structures [3D76, 2017-07-13, 2017-07-20, 3D120]. Much like the Structural Member compe-

tition in Phase 2, SMEs chose these with particular performance tests in mind (explained in

the section 6.3.2 below). First, in level 1, solvers were to print a 6 m2 horizontal slab (with

a wall interface), simulating a slab on grade foundation for a building [3D76, 3D120, 3D88].

Solvers would also need to print test specimens to test their printed material’s characteristics

on the same scale as those used in Phase 2. Next, in level 2, solvers printed a large cylinder–

approximately 3 m2 by 1.5 m, including a larger foundation [3D76]. This structure, referred

to as a “bucket” [2018-12-13, 3D88, 3D120], would simulate a (hydrostatic) pressure vessel.

Finally, in level 3, solvers would print their designs36 for their habitats at a third scale, with

the minimum area described earlier [3D76, 3D120].

36Because of scaling, certain features of the full-scale designs would not fully reflect the habitat. SMEs
understood and were ok with some inconsistencies between scales as long as the simplifications were accept-
able [2018-04-05]. For example, smaller penetrations might fell outside of the print resolution. Per Billie,
teams were “supposed to print the structural or pressure retaining components. And since it’s a 1/3 scale,
they can leave out the small penetrations, but they need to include the bigger ones” [3D88].
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Autonomy The autonomy of the printer was the most important criterion in the Construc-

tion competition—”the biggest focus of Phase 3” per a member of the CCP team [3D29, see

also 3D80]. Similarly, while the goal of minimizing human intervention in the printing pro-

cess had been a part of every competition in this series [3D122], this time, “we really wanted

to push the autonomy,” per Harper [3D96]. To emphasize this importance to solvers, SMEs

awarded over 40% of the available points to the printer’s autonomous behavior in each level,

far surpassing other areas like materials or strength [3D76]. As relayed by Harper, SMEs

firmly believed that its importance should be communicated with the scoring distribution

“because teams are going to go after the maximum points” [3D96].

Why this emphasis? NASA highly values the ability to pre-deploy these structures: con-

sidering the risks of being on the surface of Mars, any such structure would, ideally, be

waiting for astronauts to inhabit as soon as they land [3D124, 3D29, 3D81]. Communica-

tion delays with that planet would mean that the printers would need to operate (mostly)

autonomously [3D103, 3D94]. Even if pre-deployment is too high a bar, high levels of auton-

omy would “massively” reduce the risks associated with construction for astronauts [3D80,

see also 3D94].

Throughout the Phase 3 formulation process, there were discussions into how high the bar

for autonomy would be set in the challenge. Early drafts considered perfect autonomy, in line

with the ideal for a Mars mission. Summarizing the formulation team’s discussions, Harper

stated they would have loved to see solvers demonstrate this performance: teams would

“come in, push the button, and walk away for the day. And print [their] structure. That

would be the ideal.” [3D96, see also 3D105]. But they knew that requiring solvers to perform

to this bar (and no lower) would be too stringent. First, SMEs like Quinn and Ash believed

it would be too difficult and too costly for the solvers to achieve this: this would be “a very

tall challenge” [3D81], as autonomous systems are “very hard and very expensive” [3D103,

see also 3D6, 3D80]. Second, SMEs also believed that a stringent requirement for autonomy

would not make for a worthwhile competition [3D105]. If solvers were eliminated after their
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first failure, it was likely that no one would finish. Ash described how the formulation team

“didn’t want them to put all that time and effort in, come to Peoria, and get knocked out

in the first two minutes because they had to do a manual intervention.” [3D103].

With zero interventions remaining the ideal, the rules would penalize solvers whenever

they interacted with their printer. Specifically, when they touched their robot to resume

printing, it would result in more severe penalties than when they did not—termed physi-

cal and remote interventions, respectively. Harper and Ash explained these differences as

follows. In the former, teams would “have to go out there with a shovel or hammer or

wrench and adjust something” [3D105, see also 3D81]. In the latter, teams may have to

“change a variable, or reboot the computer, [or] do a software adjustment” [3D103]. While

both interventions were unwanted, SMEs deducted more points for physical interventions:

requiring remote interventions might reduce the printer’s efficiency, but physical ones would

pose severe problems on Mars [3D103, 3D105].

Printed material characterization By deemphasizing materials, SMEs changed their

importance in this competition. First, materials took a backseat: as described above, SMEs

shifted the attention from materials to autonomy with an updated points distribution. In the

Structural Member Competition, many points depended on material selection. In contrast,

less than 10% of the total points in the Construction competition were available for material

selection [3D76]. Note that Phase 2’s scale for material scoring—described in 5.2.2—carried

over to the Construction competition. The scale (yet again) served as a guide to show solvers

what kinds of material NASA preferred and to score solvers’ submissions.

Second, SMEs also lightened the burden associated with materials. They believed devel-

oping a new feedstock, printing larger objects, and demonstrating high levels of autonomy

within one competition “would have been too much” [3D80, see also 3D92, 3D103]. In

response, SMEs removed the requirement for a minimum ratio of aggregate to binder in

feedstocks, removed the heavy penalties on imported materials and water, and allowed pre-
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viously discouraged, non-optimal materials–specifically Portland cement—to be used [3D25,

3D81, 3D92, 3D93, 3D101].

SMEs believed that these changes would give solvers the leeway to ignore this category if

they found it too onerous to comply. Per their conversations at the time, SMEs understood

that the rules for Phase 3 “(probably) [wouldn’t] do anything to advance state of the art in

terms of materials” [3D92]. But they believed that relaxing these rules on materials would

give solvers room to focus their efforts elsewhere [3D81, 3D93]. Quinn recalled how the

formulation team thought about this tradeoff: “I think that was the overarching rationale

was [as follows]: ‘even if we don’t have teams developing new cementitious materials, they

can make technology advancements in other areas’” [3D80].

The deemphasis also changed what kinds of material characteristics SMEs would look for.

Less emphasis would be placed on materials generally, but the attention would also shift from

the feedstock’s recipe to its printed behavior. Quinn described the shift in focus as follows:

“It’s really just, like, looking less at what material might people use and more about what we

are actually worried about. What would we want to see in terms of performance of materials

in the application of the habitat” [3D93]. For the feedstock’s structural performance, SMEs

characterized the printed structure’s ability to retain pressure as well as its surface proper-

ties. For the feedstock’s environmental performance, SMEs revisited the Martian conditions

that would affect the printed structure. However, despite extensive knowledge of what the

habitats—and their inhabitants—would go through on Mars, they decided to limit the tests

to two: micrometeorite impacts and extreme temperature cycles. I explain the structural

and environmental performance characteristics below; they are discussed per their share of

the score in the Construction Competition.

Structural performance: Pressure retention Across both competitions in Phase 3,

SMEs wanted to drive the printed structures to retain pressure. The Construction Competi-

tion operationalized this in two ways: printing a hermetically sealed structure and creating
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preplanned penetrations in a printed surface (instead of relying on rework) [3D189, 2017-

07-14]. SMEs hoped solvers would demonstrate these with their printers and not (overly)

rely on prefabricated parts [3D105]. In this vein, inflatables would not be allowed [3D87,

3D76]—much like the Virtual Construction competition. However, autonomously installing

smaller elements to incorporate the penetrations or applying a sealant coating onto the struc-

ture’s printed surface would be acceptable [2018-01-11]. SMEs believed that demonstrating

these abilities would be “challenging,” as they depended heavily on the material and how

well each layer bonded to the others [3D88]. Success would mean a significant gain for the

field of additive construction [3D80, 3D81]. Per Quinn:

[We emphasized] that the intention of the competition is to 3D print a pressure-
retaining structure and that that is the definition of this challenge. . . . We also really
wanted to draw people to seal penetrations because that was seen as something that
would really advance the state-of-the-art for 3D printing for construction. [3D93]

Solvers would demonstrate their pressure retaining capabilities across two levels in the

Construction competition. The formulation team found tests that approximated the desired

behavior instead of ones that would more accurately reflect the use case of the habitat [3D108,

3D165, 3D189, 2017-08-03]. This decision came down to safety: the construction industry

had long used these kinds of tests in cases when failure of the vessel was a possibility, and

the formulation team would employ that same thinking here. As one of the construction

industry SMEs, Blake described the risk as follows: “You don’t want to use compressed

gasses, ‘cause they’re really bad when things go wrong” [3D88].

Solvers would try to avoid leakage between deposited layers and leakage around their

penetrations in both levels. In level 2, SMEs tasked solvers with printing the “bucket” and

filling it with water. Its pressure-retaining performance would be measured by the structure’s

leakage rate [3D76]. In level 3, SMEs would deploy a smoke bomb inside the printed scaled

models and deduct points for any escaping smoke [3D76]. Across levels 2 and 3, the points

available for this performance were less than 13% of the total.
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Structural performance: Surface properties SMEs also imposed tests on the printed

structures’ surface properties, specifically how flat and level their prints could be. Much

like the tolerance requirements in Phase 2, SMEs wanted to measure the different printing

systems’ accuracy. Specifically, measures for flatness and levelness—derived from measures

for concrete–would verify that their foundation could function as intended: a slab with

a slope of zero and minimal elevation changes across its surface. Here, SMEs decided to

relax the Phase 2 tolerance criteria. SMEs did not prescribe a tolerance band for the slab,

assigning a zero score to solutions that could not meet that [3D88]. Instead, more points

were deducted for greater deviations from the ideal [3D76]. The scale would award more

points for smaller depressions and slope to “measure the quality of how you print,” per Billie

[3D88]. For the slab-on-grade structure in level 1, the total amount of points available for

flatness and levelness were 7% and 2%, respectively [3D76].

Structural performance: Material Strength Lastly, to provide a basic picture of

the materials’ characteristics, SMEs incorporated the material strength tests from Phase

2. Specifically, solvers would print pre-specified test samples, which would be subjected to

compressive and bending loads. The level 1 rules instructed teams to, once again, perform

their compression testing through a third-party lab using the standard ASTM C39 test.

However, the beam bending test would be performed on-site at the level 3 face-off. Both

tests retained their tolerance requirement from Phase 2. Total points available for these

tests—related to the forces they could withstand without failing—did not exceed 9% of the

available points per level, with an additional 0.5% awarded for complying with the tolerance

requirements (in level 1).

Environmental performance: Impact resistance Micrometeorite impacts are a signif-

icant factor for large structures on Mars. Mars’ thin atmosphere means that (some) objects

do not burn up upon entry like on Earth. As such, their high kinetic energy could seriously

damage the habitat. NASA SMEs have studied these impacts, particularly their role in
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habitat design [3D32, 3D80]. As a result, NASA has some information on the meteorite flux,

energy, and various materials’ resistance to impact [3D92, 3D93 3D185]. In this vein, the

ACME project had made strides in testing how well different 3D printable concrete mixes

could withstand hypervelocity impacts [3D204, 3D63]. “But that’s still a long way to go,”

per Blake, who was also a member of that project [3D89].

Because of its potential to harm the habitat, SMEs wanted to incorporate this criterion

in Phase 3. However, achieving realistic speeds with comparable objects requires highly

specialized equipment and testing facilities—in this case, NASA’s hypervelocity testing lab

at its White Sands Test Facility [3D93, 3D204]. As such, performing these tests is expensive

and, per SMEs, also an undue burden on solvers in the 3DPH Challenge [3D80]. Like testing

materials in a vacuum, Quinn again believed that this was their responsibility, something

that NASA would have to take on “if you were actually going to fly the material” [3D93,

3D226].

Instead of the standard impact tests, SMEs turned to drop tests. Here, prespecified

weights would be dropped from prespecified heights onto the printed structures in levels 1

and 3 [3D108, 3D121], removing the need for specialized equipment. SMEs would measure

the performance of the solvers’ structures by how well they withstood multiple impacts, i.e.,

how the weight cracked, deformed, or perforated the structure [3D76]. The points available

for the submission’s impact performance in levels 1 and 3 were 9% and 5% of the total,

respectively.

Environmental performance: Extreme temperature cycles Temperatures on Mars

can swing from 20 °C to -125 °C [3D192], placing significant strains on objects on the surface.

Through this range of freezing and thawing37, a printed habitat could expand and contract

quite severely depending on the material(s) used—determined by the material’s coefficient of

thermal expansion [3D73]. Cycles of expansion and contraction could cause damage to the

habitat or worsen existing thermal stresses left by printing. In the vein of focusing on the

37Abbreviated as “freeze/thaw” [2017-10-12].
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material’s performance as a building material for a habitat over its composition (as described

in Printed material characterization). Quinn summarized their decision as follows:

[We had] high-level philosophical discussions on what does a habitat have to do. So,
one of the things that it has to do is withstand temperature swings and freeze/thaw
cycles. So, we decided to put that one in there. [3D93]

Unlike the impact test, some facilities could subject test specimens to the relevant condi-

tions. Here, the formulation team drew on a standardized test in the construction industry

[3D105]: the ASTM C666 test subjected test specimens to freezing and thawing cycles [3D76,

3D92]. Much like in Phase 2, SMEs reasoned that the costs of solving could be reduced by

leveraging non-space, third-part labs that could test for the relevant parameter [3D102].

Quinn summarized this decision as well:

[ASTM C666]’s viewed as a more accessible test. It’s commonly done in construction.
So, we felt like that one, teams would have access to a test lab here to actually execute
that test and that the cost of that wouldn’t be prohibitive [3D79, see also 3D93].

But the SMEs traded the ease of solving for the utility of the result. Much like the ASTM

tests conducted in Phase 2, this standard test was also formulated for the performance of

cement. Quinn, like others, believed that the differences between polymer-based feedstocks

and the cement-based ones meant that the freeze/thaw test “[wasn’t] necessarily the most

appropriate test” [3D101, see also 3D73, 3D93]. The testing labs that solvers approached

reported that they “don’t even know how to run a freeze/thaw test on [a] mostly plastic-based

material. And if [we] do run it, it’s just going to break” [3D92].

In the end, the competition dynamics won out, and solvers would only perform one

test. Some SMEs on the formulation team wished to have tests tailored to specific material

families [3D101], even suggesting alternatives to use alongside the ASTM C666 test [3D92].

Nevertheless, it was more important to judge all submissions equally to them. In their con-

temporaneous emails, SMEs expressly stated that they “don’t really want to open the door

to having to make case-specific decisions on standards and scoring for every team” [3D92].

The ASTM C666 test would be a best-fit across the material tests, and straightforwardly,
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higher performance would result in a higher score for this criteria. Billie described their

thought process as follows:

Some of the materials that were developed, especially in Phase 3, are not conducive
to standard tests. [It’s a double-edged sword:] you want standard tests, so you don’t
want to make up tests to match the materials. But if the material doesn’t match the
standard tests, you say [to the solvers:] “do the best you can, and we’ll figure out what
your score is.” [3D88]

Across levels 1, 2, and 3, SMEs assigned no more than 9% of the total per level for this

performance (it decreased to 5% in level 3).

Environmental performance: Material safety Any material used to build habitats for

the crew will need to be safe to be around. In the space context, material safety comprises

three factors: flammability, toxicity, and its ability to block radiation [3D80, 3D11, 3D185].

All three are crucial for the crew’s survival [3D79, 3D32]. But none were included in the

Construction competition. Quinn described how “they are tests that are very difficult [to]

execute, . . . really expensive, and a lot of test labs that are accessible to teams wouldn’t

have the capability to do these tests” [3D79]. As such, they made cuts to tests related to

material safety, aiming to make it easier (and less costly) to participate. Because of the

expense and the uniqueness of these performance levels, NASA would retain the burden of

addressing these criteria in a follow-on development [3D80]. Quinn again explained their

view of whose responsibility these criteria were:

This is a public-facing competition, so you can’t necessarily load it up with these highly
specialized requirements. If we decided to move forward with a specific habitat design
or specific material, that’s something that NASA would do on our side. [3D93]

Flammability and toxicity NASA has strict requirements for testing materials that

could be flammable or toxic in a crewed environment. Per Quinn, “every material that flies

to space has to undergo both of those tests” [3D79]. These are of particular concern with

new materials, such as those created for (and processed by) 3D printing [3D93, 3D101]—for

example, some teams are concerned about off-gassing of volatile organic compounds and
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nanoparticles [3D185]. SMEs described how they tried to incorporate these criteria [3D93,

2017-07-20]. Quinn even wished they had a bigger budget to perform “flammability testing

of the teams’ material, or toxicity testing, or vacuum outgassing testing” on the incoming

solutions [3D101]. But, as Harper described, “in the end, we just all agreed that the value

doesn’t justify the expense” on the solvers’ side [3D105].

There were several arguments against including them. First, these characteristics are

tested to levels that are highly specific to the space industry [3D93, 3D101]. While the

formulation team tried to find equivalents, they could not find other labs that would test

these effectively, requiring specialized tests and facilities. Subjecting solutions to the more

commonly available ones would be a waste of resources [3D105]. Second, running these

tests at NASA is expensive and difficult to access, even for NASA SMEs (these performance

characteristics are also tested at the White Sands testing facility) [3D101, 3D93, 3D95]. And

lastly, SMEs could reevaluate and modify the materials at a later time. For example, SMEs

thought they could add something to the feedstock later to ensure that it better complied

with the flammability requirements [3D80]. For example, Quinn described their nominal

reevaluation process of a material they thought was promising for a space application:

This [material] looks good for this application, but this has no flight history. So here
are the things we have to do to evaluate it. And sometimes that informs, “well, it’s
flammable, can we add flame retardants to it? Can the material developer tweak the
formulation somehow to meet our needs?” So, it kind of starts that interchange in some
way. [3D80]

Radiation SMEs revisited the radiation requirements for feedstocks in the Construc-

tion competition. Recall that a material’s ability to absorb and withstand the radiation

environment on Mars is crucial to providing a safe habitat for the crew. There were initial

conversations about including these kinds of requirements, thus asking solvers to provide

these analyses [3D6, 3D11, 3D92]. But despite its importance, SMEs decided not to define

the radiative environment in the rules. As such, they did not require solvers to take these
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into account in their solutions38 [3D92, 3D93, 2018-03-29]. SMEs believed that that teams

were “already doing a lot” [3D226], and that this would be too limiting [3D11]. Additionally,

the uncertainty did not need to (only) be addressed by the materials: the specific shape and

geometry of the habitat could take this into account [3D6, 3D92, 3D93], and the printed

structure could be modified to reduce the radiation flux (through, e.g., inflatables or coat-

ings) [3D11]. The material’s ability to withstand radiation did not need to be solved in the

challenge: like the other material safety criteria, Quinn stated that if a material “was actu-

ally going to be infused in the mission, [radiation testing] would be something that NASA

and the [material] partner would do together to fly it” [3D93].

6.3.3 Printer Form Factor

Lastly, SMEs maintained their stance against printer designs that used a powder bed.

Their reason stayed the same: they wanted to “discourage use of powder-based system[s]”

because of the dangers it would pose, both in a microgravity environment [3D92, see also

3D89] and also at the Caterpillar facility where the final round was held [3D226]. In this case,

SMEs assigned points to the suitability of the solvers’ printers to the space environment—the

more suitable the SMEs judged that the systems were to the Martian surface, the higher

number of points they would get. In total, SMEs dedicated up to 1% of total points available

for level 1 to the printer’s suitability for a microgravity environment39 [3D76].

6.3.4 Outcomes of the Construction Competition

The Construction Competition was another big success. While the participation in this

competition was equally as low as Phase 2, the solutions presented SMEs with important

insights into the printing processes for different materials. Like the Virtual Construction

Competition, SMEs awarded the total prize pot ($1,120M) at each level of this competi-

38Note that, like in Phase 2, the material scoring table’s preference for polymer binders also partly reflected
their utility to protect against radiation [3D11].

39The printer’s footprint and size were scored together with the microgravity suitability requirement.
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tion—the winners took home $55k, $105k, and $500k, for levels 1 through 3, respectively.

NASA teams experimented on feedstocks from two teams, further characterizing their in-

space performance. And teams from the Construction Competition formed partnerships

with NASA teams to design, test, and use additive construction systems for NASA’s aims.

These partnerships were, collectively, valued in the millions of dollars.

Reflections on Participation Like the Structural Member Competition, participation

in this hardware-intensive competition was relatively low. This time, seven teams submitted

an entry across the competition’s three levels, with only two reaching the final head-to-head

[3D127]. Once again, all seven teams stemmed from industry or academia, three and four

teams, respectively. Not one non-affiliated team managed to submit a solution. The cause

of the low turnout was likely the cost and effort of creating a viable solution yet again. In a

survey of participants, several respondents who did not finish their Phase 3 solutions blamed

a lack of resources or the amount of work for their lack of progress [3D98]. For example,

when asked why they did not complete the phase, one participant responded, “Budgetary

constraints in development” [3D98]. Similarly, teams communicated their concerns about

the costs of participating, specifically in the final level. As Quinn described: “And [the final

level] was something that we got pushback on, even from some of the teams. Saying ‘it’s

really expensive, it’s really cumbersome for me to come and afford all this to a head-to-head

event’” [3D101].

Similarly, few teams had space industry experience before participating in the Construc-

tion Competition [3D55, 3D56, 3D216]. Instead, they came from architecture, civil engi-

neering, and additive manufacturing backgrounds [3D164, 3D165, 3D217, 3D218, 3D219].

However, some teams had participated in previous phases, and by this point in the com-

petition, had started to gain a foothold in the space industry: designing similar systems,

establishing a presence, as well as winning other contracts in this industry [3D99, 3D133,

CCP71, P3]. NASA personnel observing the 3DPH Challenge expressed their surprise at
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the evolution of some of the teams: “Those people in Phase 1, I would never have thought

[they] would get to Phase 3” [3D100].

Reflections on Solutions

Solvers’ materials While SMEs accepted that the rules surrounding materials needed

to be relaxed to increase participation, not all were happy with this change. In the Con-

struction Competition, solvers were more able to explore material families and combinations

within their capabilities, resources, and goals [3D101]. But some SMEs, like Quinn, felt that

the (newly expanded) allowable tradespace for Phase 3 gave solvers too much leeway. In

their view, solvers explored materials that were not “in the spirit of the rules” [3D101]. The

hydraulic cement concretes “were extremely difficult to deal with. They’re very messy,” as

Ash described [3D94]. In short, they were not feasible for planetary uses. Ash continued

their thoughts on how they felt about this change:

Some of these Portland cements concretes are not realistic for space. We don’t have the
material, the water, and it’s a vacuum. So, I was pushing more for Mars realism. . . .
The price we paid [when we made the changes in the rules] was that we got something
that was not as good for space but pretty good for Earth. So that’s the price you
pay for giving [the participants] freedom. You might not get exactly what you want.
[3D103]

Despite the relaxation, the solvers still produced feedstocks that SMEs thought were

“novel and innovative” [3D73]. First, the winner of the final level—AI Spacefactory—developed

a polymer-based feedstock where the binder, polylactic acid (PLA) plastic, could be produced

on Mars. It would tie into existing NASA’s synthetic biology programs to do so [3D162] and

further reduce planetary construction costs [3D226]. Additional advantages included radia-

tion shielding (per 5.2.3), low changes in volume based on temperature (per 6.3.2), and low

hardening time [3D73]. Along with the PETG binder from Phase 2, SMEs touted it pub-

licly as one of the polymer blends “with potential applicability” for their vision of in-space

manufacturing [3D140].
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Finally, two teams printed with concretes relevant to planetary environments but had to

drop out of the competition. One team used a magnesium oxide cement as a feedstock, a

readily available compound in lunar and Martian regolith [3D65, 3D73]. MSFC SMEs had

tried this in their ACME project but were not successful. Per one of its leads40: “We started

using [magnesium oxide cement] in the ACME project. And it’s horrible. Our formulation

of that is absolutely awful. But that doesn’t mean that another [company] or somebody

couldn’t make a better formulation with the same materials.” Ultimately, difficulties with

implementing autonomy in their printing system and a lack of resources made it difficult for

the team to continue [3D216].

Another team based their concrete on sulfur. SMEs were interested in this material for its

potential as a binder—the ACME project had also investigated it previously [3D65, 3D160].

Despite its applicability to planetary context, however, the logistics of the competition were

too big a hurdle to overcome. It came down to safety: sulfur needs to be heated to flow as

a binder and releases toxic fumes in the process [3D89, 3D101]. Per Blake: “Well, it’s really

problematic from a safety standpoint, especially when you have large crowds. You couldn’t

have them in the open area there at Peoria” [3D160]. In collaboration with Caterpillar,

SMEs tried to work out a strategy to keep onlookers safe: confining the printer to a plastic

tent with ventilation to the outside was one serious consideration; printing via video link

was another [2019-03-21, 3D95, 3D160]. But in the end, the team decided not to participate

in the final level [2019-03-28, 2019-04-03].

In both cases, SMEs had hoped these teams could have continued their development to

learn from their designs. Finley “[was] hoping that Northwestern would come with their

sulfur concrete, or Colorado School of Mines with their magnesium oxide. . . ” [3D82]. In

our interview, Finley described the kinds of questions they would ask these teams, ranging

from their feedstock design, feedstock handling just before printing, to printing and control

processes [3D95]. Relatedly, several SMEs lamented that these teams had dropped out.

40Reference withheld to maintain interviewee anonymity.
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Finley acknowledged that “it would have been a logistics nightmare [to accommodate them]

down there. But it would have been really cool.” [3D95]. Likewise, Quinn commented

that allowing teams to participate from their home location—something that was initially

considered—could have kept these teams in the competition [3D226].

Solvers’ robotic architectures SMEs were happy to see the range of printer archi-

tectures the solvers designed. In particular, SMEs were impressed by the combinations of

printers and machinery to move it around the printed object [3D73, 3D160]. Blake was

“really intrigued and tickled to see the range of mobility system designs that were a function

of the selected architecture. It was pretty cool” [3D89]. SMEs praised the demonstrations

of these printing architectures [3D109]: they showed that previously unprintable structures

might not be. Quinn described the demonstrations made by solvers as follows:

I think, from the perspective of the actual manufacturing equipment, it really provided
NASA with a good calibration of what the state-of-the-art is with these technologies,
and how we can push that a little bit in terms of being able to build larger, have higher
material deposition rates. [3D80]

Solution infusion into NASA projects After Phase 3, SMEs characterized two

feedstocks from the Construction Competition. Samples of both the winner’s and the runner-

up’s feedstocks will fly or have flown on-orbit. AI Spacefactory flew their PLA and basalt

fiber feedstock on a United States Air Force experiment called Materials Exposure and

Technology Innovation in Space (METIS) [3D80, 3D151]. PSU will fly their hydraulic-

cement feedstock on Materials International Space Station Experiment (MISSE) [3D134].

In both experiments, the samples are exposed to the space environment. Here, NASA can

“gain valuable data about how the materials hold up in the environment in which they will

have to operate,” per the co-investigator and principal investigator those payloads [3D168,

see also 3D80]. And Quinn thought further characterizing these feedstocks on-orbit was

another of the “really good outcomes” [3D80].
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Partnerships Resulting from the Construction Competition

Developing printing infrastructure for the moon The partnerships between NASA

and the 3DPH Challenge teams described in 6.2.3 included a significant hardware component

and the architectural work. SMEs from both MSFC and KSC relied on the solver teams

to develop printer architectures for the lunar surface. In the MMPACT project, MSFC

also partnered with ICON—a terrestrial additive construction firm that collaborated with

the Colorado School of Mines in the Construction Competition [3D186, 3D215]. Per their

stated vision, ICON’s task would be to develop and test new feedstocks using lunar soil

simulants [3D172]. They would then use these insights to develop and “increase the tech-

nology readiness level” of key elements of the lunar printer [3D159, see also 3D172]. While

ICON’s participation in the 3DPH Challenge certainly raised its visibility, its maturity in

its processes won over the additive construction SMEs. As one of them described41:

When we were looking for a printing company counterpart for the MMPACT project,
[we] listed every company in the US that was doing either printer development or
structure development, and immediately ICON rose to the top. So we went and talked
to them. . . . I wanted somebody with a demonstrated process. I wanted somebody
who wasn’t just building and selling printers but was actually printing. So I knew that
they understood the actual printing operations and the kinds of things that you can
run into.

The REACT project has similar components. The participant team, AI Spacefactory,

will work with the KSC SMEs to develop a material “that mimics lunar regolith, or dirt,” per

their press releases [3D154, see also 3D155]. Likewise, they will use their insights to design

and test printer elements that can support this kind of material—in this case, an extruder

[3D185]. In contrast to MMPACT, however, this partnership placed a stronger emphasis

on testing in equivalent conditions. Specifically, the KSC SMEs described how part of their

role was to convey the specifics of the lunar environment, provide these conditions in a test

chamber, and help the AI Spacefactory team tailor their design to work in these conditions

41Reference withheld to maintain interviewee anonymity.
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[3D154, 3D155, 3D185]. Per an SME on this partnership42:

So, one of the responsibilities on our end is to convey what the lunar environmental
conditions are so that they can tailor the design of the material and of the structure
itself in a way that will be functional in the lunar conditions. . . . So, we provide that
insight over to them and help them modify and adjust their system so that they can
perform in that environment.

Printing an analog habitat Early on, the Design Competition’s rules envisioned a

3D printed habitat analog where a crew could train for their stay on Mars. About five years

later, this would become a reality. JSC team was planning NASA’s first long-duration habitat

simulation, where a crew of (simulated) astronauts would live inside a simile of a habitat

for a year [3D160, 3D223]. Crew Health and Performance Exploration Analog (CHAPEA)

would track their food intake and how they interacted with the space, among other factors

[3D224]. Under budget and schedule pressures, the CHAPEA team investigated different

options for a space that could suit their needs, including building a purpose-built one.

Here, the CHAPEA team included additive construction (of a dedicated habitat) as one

of those options. The team consulted with the 3DPH Challenge team to better understand

(if and) how this method could work for their needs [3D160]. These conversations were

crucial in helping this method gain traction as a viable option—the CHAPEA team had not

set out to use this construction method. Per a CHAPEA team member who was a part of

the discussions between their team and the CCP:

So, in talking with [the CCP lead] and her team, the first thing I realized was that this
was a viable option. Because I didn’t know. You can go online and read about things,
but having that connection with her team made me realize that “ok, this is something
realistic and feasible for us to do.” [3D221]

Additive construction was the most attractive option for this project [3D221]. First, the

timeframe to additively construct the required building fitted within CHAPEA’s schedule.

Second, ICON presented the cheaper bid—attributed to not developing the hardware needed

to print the habitat and their long(er) experience in printing this size of the structure. Third,

42Reference withheld to maintain interviewee anonymity.
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this option had the added benefit of providing another demonstration of new technology. Per

the CHAPEA team member, “it was the only one that had the benefit of maturing— possibly

helping to mature technology that NASA was looking for outside of Earth” [3D221]. So,

NASA launched a procurement to print their analog habitat [3D157].

Additionally, one important risk would give a 3DPH Challenge participant an advantage

in their bid. This structure would need to support the crew over an extended period, and

their safety was paramount [3D221]. Additive construction is a new technology, and teams

were still developing their printing systems while bidding on the project. In contrast, ICON

had already successfully navigated their city’s building codes (Austin, TX) and had printed

homes that people currently were living in [3D160]. To the CHAPEA team, this proxy for

safety weighed more than the characteristics that interested the formulation team. Per the

CHAPEA team member again:

From my perspective, the functionality of how each of these companies print, or the
specifics of their printer, is less important for me being able to say, “I have evidence
that says if I put four people in this structure, they’re going to be safe.” [3D221]
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